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MODELS
READY
DURING
JUNE

See

them

at your

local

dealers

Prices

include

Purchase

Tax

BEDFORD 10-cv/t VAN "KODAK'' No
—

The bold modern styling of the popular Bedford 1Q-cwt, Van is seen to
advantage In this fine new model, which is one of the most attractive
commercial vehicles in the Dinky Toys rafnge. It measures 3y in. length*
and is enamelled in bright yellow, Kodak transfers on the side panels
add to the realism.

PRICE 2 9

3-ton ARMY WAGON No 621

Another fine transport
Wagon on Big Bedford
wheel and towing hook
enamelled in service gr

and rear.

wagon for the playroom army—the 3-ton Army
chassis with removable cover, underslung spare
The length of this miniature is 4| in. f and it >s

n with the Royal Armoured Corps sign on front

PRICE 4/9

MADE IN ENGLAND BY MECCANO LIMITED
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No. 470
•tin Van "Shell/B
Length 3£ in, 2/11

No. 622
P."

F

yitt

430 (25*)
Breakdown Lorry
Length 4f in. 5/6

No. 161 (4Cii

Austin Somerset Saloon
Length 3§ in, 2/2

10-Ton Army Truck
Length 5

,
In, */9

M

No, „
Army Covered

Length
Wagon
3/7

No, 172
Studebaker Landcrufscr

Length 4£ in.

No. 2S3 (30h)

Daimler Ambulance
Length 3? in + 2/11

^i

*

.

No. 341 (30n>
rn Produce Wagon
Length 4* in. 1/6

HI

1

i

No. 154 (400
Hillrrian Minx

Length 3* In. 2/2

I

il

r

No. 252 (25vj
Refuse Wagon

Length 4^ in. 5/10

No. 651
Centurion Tank
Length 5 In. 7/11

No. 159 (40c)
Morris Oxford Saloon

Length 3| in

.>*
i ra

-

.

enge i 798

Finished
coaches
coaches

in Bft colours, this

measures 11} inches
ire detachable

Ail tr<ce$ include Purchase Tax

with articulated

length, and the

PRICE 7/10

MADE 1 ENGLAND B Y MECCANO LIMITED
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Men of tomorrow

today

Brylcreem is the first step to smartness,

the step that makes all the difference on

the road to success. It gives you
well groomed, confident look famous
men all over the world have found so

valuable. Brylcreem takes care of your

hair, makes you look smart, and just as

important, makes you feel

smart too. Yes, Brylcreem

is the perfect hairdressing.

Ask for Brylcreem> in
.-

•

SMARTNESS COUNTS

tubs i/6, 2/3 an4 4/1, or

handy tubes 2/6.

BRYLCREEM YOUR HAIR
royds ifi2'38

enables
Ga rases

Stations,

imagination.
permanent,

soaking in

bricks used again ai

Brick player Kit 3.

Brickplayer Kit 4 47/6

Accessory Kit 3a, which converts

Kit 4 25/6

Extra bricks, roofing, windows
and cement are available.

W

At good toyshops, hobby shops and departmental stores. If your
denier cannot supplv, write for address of nearest stockist to:

SPEAR & SONS LTD. (Dept. M), ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX
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SID PATTERSON relied on RUDGE to win the

World's Professional

Pursuit Championship

at Zurich, 1953

It's a mighty fine

feeling to know that

you and Sid. Patterson both choose
|

a "world beater". That's what he calls

the RUDGE ! And you'll agree it

is a world beater— every inch of

it in looks as well as performance

For no other cycle combines such superb

easy-running and reliability with such

design, quality and appearance. No
wonder RUDGE has been known

as Britain's Best Bicycle for

over 80 years I It's made in the

world's largest and most

modern cycle plant too. So

when you make the big decision,

do as Sid. Patterson did :

decide on RUDGE!

*

*

*

* *

Cash pri

. . • * *
#

tricesfrornL"^±

* *

*

tax
Easy

avalliable (Jrom & de

*
'it).Ask

your u*

*

* * * * * •
Britain's Bcsl

A Product of 1 Industries Limned, Nottingham

lg.C.41
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MARKLIN TRIX RIVAROSSI

<
I

X

•

<

O
z
<

THE CAB CONTROL
MANUAL
Price 1/6

Tells you how
2-3-4-5run

to

or
more trains

LIONEL

KIRDON MINOR
220/250 A.C. Input

I2V. D.C. Output
with Controls,

Price 3
RCCO. TRADE MARK

II

The Compl Railway logue
n

140 Packed Pages POST J7 FREE 220 rations

An Absolute Essential lor Model Railroaders,

MARKLIN DE LUXE OR STUD 20-VOLT A.C.

m

Z
LLI

QC

CM800
4-wheel Coach each

O
U
ui
a

— Telephone ELGAR J5 73—or write to-day

TAYLOR & McKENNA 98 CRAVEN PARK ROAD,
HARLESDEN, N.W.IO

2
55

D
O
z

I

>

17

i

n

H

i

>
z

rea/

*/ive wire'!

walks

is

new! SLINKY must be seen

to be believed—just start him

and he walks downstairs.

No motor! No mechanism!

Nothing to wind up or wear

out! SLINKY will give you

and your pals hours of fun.

Get a SLINKY today!
Price 5/11 inc. tax.

downstairs!

Spend money
Ask for

'MERIT* & SEL products

for high quality and

jolly good

dealers and stores

•

Sendp. c.for details ofother outstanding lines

. RANDALL LTD
(D«pt 3), MERIT HOUSE, POTTERS BAR. MIDDLESEX
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You can Dismantle it—Just like the

real thing!

Made up from 65

standardised parts

all replaceable* Shaft

Universal coupling. Ackcrmann-type

DYSON 8-TON
TRAILER

Attaches to rear of the

FODEN LORRY,
dismantles in the

And

Floating

Powerful Spring Drive.

bogie. Rubber tyres.

Conies ready assembled.

same manner. 17 /

EACH

DEALER
ABBEY-CORINTHIAN

SHOW yOU THESE WONDERFUL MODELS!
GAMES COMPANY LONDON S.W.I

of BIG BOXES OF

ASSORTED

BARS

in FRY'S new.'MAKE> competition

rew?#L

(SIZE II X 14)

(1) With a pencil or crayon, copy the shape on to a sheet of

paper about 1
0* X 8*. (2) Now complete the picture by turning

the shape into a face. (3) Write, in block capitals, in the top

right hand corner, your full name, age and address. (4) Write

in the bottom left hand corner, the names of the three

Fry's Chocolate Bars you like best. (5) Attach any two wrap-

pers from Fry's Chocolate Bars. (6) Post (2id. stamp on en-

velope) to Fry's Competition Dept. Ml, Somerdale, Bristol.

This example showsjust what can be done with

the shape—hut do not copy it!Prizes will be awarded

for skilland originality.

The competition is open to

children from 5— 15 (inclusive).

Prizes will be awarded in each

age group.

Send as many entries as you like

but each must be accompan-
ied by two Fry's Chocolate Bar

wrappers.

Entries restricted to residents

in Gt. Britain and Northern Ireland.

an old

CLOSING DATE— 17th JULY, 1954
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power-

your
models

including

Rvducvd Purchase Tax

We are pleased to announce that Mamod Steam
Engines are now in good supply.

dealer to-day.
see your

MAMOD
MAMOD
MAMOD

MINOR No. 1 STEAM ENGINE
S.E.I STEAM ENGINE ...

S.E.2 STEAM ENGINE ...

22/6 incTax
40/6 inc. Tax

50/- inc. Tax

ALL
FIT

25 -

MAMOD ENGINES AND WORKING MODELS
MECCANO AND ARE 100 GUARANTEED

MALINS (ENGINEERS) LIMITED
31 CAMDEN STREET, BIRMINGHAM 1

M

ILFORD FILMS FIT ALL POPULAR CAMERAS

how

are

you at

modcllinir?»
Try your hand at making all sorts of real-

life models in 'Plasticine,* the most famous
modelling material in the world. It's clean,

it's easy, it's great fun!

From stationers, stores and toy shops everywhere

Plasticine*
HA R BUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD

Bathampton, Bath, Somerset
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FROG MK. V FIGHTER
Fast and a terrific climber, this famous model
is rubber-powered and comes ready packed
In the well-known FROG high*
speed winder

FURY 1/11
This fine model 1$ based on the famous R.A.F.
fighters, and is packed in a colourful carton.
Span 94 fn.

A 12 In. span model
enthusiasts.

or the
It willyounger

take off and fly for over 200 ft.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR
LOCAL MODEL SHOP

WE DO NOT SUPPLY DIRECT

TRADE MARK

A fast, clean take off, a rocket-like

climb, some vertically banked turns

—or perhaps a couple of loops

then a smooth glide in to a perfect

landt n g ! No this isn't the story of

a flight by a test pilot in a fu size

aircraft

typical flight with
it's the story of a

one of the

wonderful FROG models shown
here. Purchase one to-day from
your local FROG dealer and enjoy

e thrills of full-size flying

miniature!!

in

SPITFIRE"
A splendid near-scafe model of

the famous "Battle of Britain**

fighter In camouflage colours.
Gives a fine flying performance.
Span 17 in.

?«Olrt

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN BY

INTERNATIONAL MODEL AIRCRAFT LTD., MERTON, LONDON S.W.19
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for

Engineering Students

an Apprentices, etc.

ng

Leaflet No. L506
gives full details

The above set now Includes sheet* on
ADJUSTABLE MICROMETERS, CALLIPERS
and DIVIDERS and two more EQUIVALENT
CHARTS, making 20 Sheets in all.

These sets of drawings show methods of
using and applications of certain tools detailing
the more important Moore & Wright Precision
Hand Tools. They also include Charts for
Decimal Equivalents, Drill Sizes and
and Clearance Drills.

The sheets in each set are In blueprint form,
8 in. x 10 in, notebook size, and punched to fit

a special binder which is also supplied, and
into which loose-leaf note paper can be fastened
to make the binder Into a very comprehensive
notebook. If the folder is kept up to date,

er with your own notes it will be a very
valuable Compendium of Engineers' Precision
Tools*

RETAIL PRICES:
Complete with Binder., ...5/3 per set.
Separate Sheets 3d. ea, Binders only 1/6 ea.
Please apply to your usual Tool Dealer or to:

MOORE & WRIGHT (Sheffield) LTD
14 28 Norton Lane. Meadowhead. Sheffield B

VALUABLE BOOK wh ,cS dotlil! tht
wide range of Engineering and Commercial courses
of modern training offered by E.M.I. Institutes

—

OVER 150 CAREERS AND HOBBIES
Courses including : Mechanical Engineering, Radio and

Television, Automobile Engineering, Electrical Engineering,

Civil Engineering and Building, Aeronautical Engineering,

f/ Examination Courses for :

^General Certificate of Education,

cYPcoiucMTAi 1
BSc (En **)« Common Preliminary,

UPERIMtNIAL i

d for A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I. C.E.,
OUTFITS |A.M.BritXR.E.,A.F,R.Ae.S„A,MJ.P.E..
NOW |A,M LM.I .A,MJ.H., & V.E., M.R.San. I..

A.M.I.E.D., A.M.S.E., U.O.B.. City
and Guilds Certificates, etc. Courses

COURSES lafso provided for all branches of Com-
FROM £1 Imerce and Business Management.

PER MONTHl
1 POST NOW

C M I iSend without obligation, the above

.u^!tm1«I free book.E.M.I.Institute*.Dept.l97K,
INSTITUTES 43 Grove park Roadj London, W.4,
The only |

Postal College tSubject($)

which Is pare,

of a world- 'Nome
wide I « j

j

i a „i t
.Address ..,,„«*

Industrial |

Organisation. | i/ 6 i p kftv-mr

The High Flying, Far Flying

NEW Model Aircraft

PULL THE
CORD AND

GOES

STEPHENS

TWO FOR 5

Fully Tested

and
Delivered

i

STOCKBRIDGE
RAEBURN PLACE, EDINBURGH

Every Boy will be Flying this Summer Sensation

_

BOOKS;
A.B.C.s, L.M.R., E.R., WJR- S.R, » * 4 *

Layout Hans
Soenic Modelling*

*

Trix Year Book and List
tish Standard Locos.

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES:
S/hand Rail Men, Passengers
Mm. Pea Lamps, 2,5 volts

Mia. Pea Lamps, 14 volts
Spare Sockets for Bulbs
12/I4v. C/light Signals and Swi
Electric Ground Signals.

.

Water Columns
Imitation Coal
Track Ballast

No. I, 1/3

r

• *

trh

*

per dot. 2/6

1/2
.. 4Ad.
• 19/6
.. 10/4

• •

V-
No. 2, 1/3

1/9
2/6
1/6

2/6

1/2
4Jd.
19/6
10/4
2/6
9d.

Postage extra New "00" or "0 IP

. . 1/6 1/6
Parts List 6d. per post.

TYLDESLEY
109 DEANSGATE,

& HOLBROOK (M.E.T.A.)
MANCHESTER 3
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Choose 'MERIT' for realism and quality!

15 f

INC. TAX
'MERIT 1 RAIDER RIFLE

Amazingly realistic in appearance and action, this cap-firing
will fire 100 shois without reloading. The 'Raider*

Rifle is superbly designed with silver-metallic barrel, walnut-effect
foregrips and butt, and heavy die-cast and steel firing mechanism.

chased and engraved. Length of rifle: 25 1 in.

'MERIT 1 GOLD STAR PISTOL
A really super cap-firing six-shooter, beautifully engraved,
with embossed ivory-colourcl butt grips, and gold metallic finish on all
metal parts. Most realistic in appearance and action, the barrel of the
Gold Star Pistol revolves automatically, and caps are inserted into the
magazine by 'breaking open* the barrel. Length of pistol: 9| in.

Of all good deal ers and sto
Send p.c. for details of other outstan

RANDALL LIMITED
(DEPT 3), MERIT HOUSE, POTTERS BAR, MIDDLESEX

13'11
INC. TAX

ss K
Fittings for

These reliable and highly finished fittings incorporate features as
a result of experience over many years. All prices Include P.T.

Water Gauges, Engine

Model Engineer

Boiler

3 COCK PATTERN
3 '16 dia. Glass, £19 2
i dla. Glass, £1116
ii dia. Glass, £4 7 6

SINGLE COCK
TYPE

with union drain
cock

3 16 dra. Glass,

16/1 1

PLAIN PATTERN
without drain cock
3/16 dia. Glass, 9 A

7/32 dla. Glass. 8/9 GAUGES

SINGLE COCK
TYPE

with drain cock
3 16dia. Glass, 12,3

These gauges are o f the
I

finest quality ever
|

uced. Every gauge I

individually tested

before leaving our works,
|

They are available from I

is

3
4 in. to 2 in. diameter

I

and range in price from

£1.0.5 to £1.13.3.
I

These are only a few of the many fittings, etc., contained
Shipping end Engineering e." A Manual every
want to possess. Write giving Ref MS/17*

in the

model
htest "Model
engineer will

Price 2/-.

LONDON: 112 High Holborn, W.CJ.

Head Office and Works:

NORTHAMPTON
MANCHESTER: 28 Corporation Street
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TAKE TO THE AIR!
SHARKY Jetex has a 14* wingspan

and a real miniature jet engine that

propels the plane in fast, wide circles.

Detailed ins i ructions on

operation and care

the engine should

make a long-

lasting and exciting

toy.

p, lOd

15/2, p. and

Strong, Duralumin frame

and cross struts dis-

tinguish the high - flying

"Service" Box Kite, Its

frame is 30* long by 14*

square, with gaily
coloured* airworthy fabric

in red, green and yellow

—

to meet the specifications

of the most ambitious kite flyer.

17/6* with p. and p. 1/4. Strong,

dependable Kite Twine at 1/6-

The #1Frog" model of the Vickers

Supermarine Spitfire has an elastic

motor that speeds it

through the air like a

bird. A toy to delight

both children and
. Wingspan 17*.

9/11, p. and p. 1/1.

The Skyro Saucer in fles

plastic with automatically

winding string revo
fascinating circ

sideways, and is fun indoors

3/11, p. and p. 9d.

The Finest Toy Shop in the World.
200-202 Regent Street, London W.h

(our only address) Tel. REGENT 3161.

To "MECCANO"
MAGAZINE readers

FOR GARAGE OR
WORKSHOP

FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER

The
those

Magazine
Interested

4 i

for

in
Engineering, Te ch n I ea

I

Drawing, Metal Work,
Carpentry, etc.

64 pages each month, crammed
with practical and essential

information on:— Lathe Work,
„ Aeronautics, Sheet Metal Work,

{/ Locomotive Engineering, Press Tools,
w Electricity Wood Work
Geometry Gears,

Send for a FREE copy now,

Engineer Apprentice,
11 New Stone Buildings. |

AX. OR D.C.

BTH motors and associated control

gear are second to none in quality

and proved performance.

Types and sizes are available to suit

any application.

etc.

i

i.

66 Chancery Lane, London W.C.2.
Please send me a FREE copy of "Engineer Apprentice/

9

I enclose a 2d. stamp for p. and p.

i

i

NAME
ADDRESS

THE

BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON
fOMfANt LIMITED^ AUG&Y, ENGLAND

Member #f th* Alt troup of cpmpQnltM A4560
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Here, lads, is the quick, interesting way ^df to make scale models of buildings
that look like the real thing. You can ^^^ make houses, stations,
anything you like — out of tough, brightly-coloured plastic sections, then you can
take them to pieces and make any of dozens of other designs. Either follow the plans
we supply or make your own models.

OBTAINABLE FROM LEADING STORES AND TOY SPECIALISTS
Manufactured by PLIMPTON ENGINEERING CO. LTD., LIVERPOOL 3 CVS, 1 1
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Im Hornby
%

\
V me to run

x

Away she goes along the straight,

over points and round the curve

no wonder boys find endless delight

in Hornby Trains. Hornby locomotives,

track, rolling stock and accessories are

all of sturdy construction and last for

years. Ask your dealer to show
you the Hornby Passenger and

Goods Trains.

Made and guaranteed by

MECCANO LTD.



Next Month: "THE TRUTH ABOUT THE DONKEY." By R. H. Ferry

Editorial Office
Birms Road
Liverpool 13

England EDITOR : FRANK RILEY, B.Sc,

Vol. XXXIX

No. 6
June 1954

Conferences
i appose

I ha
5 w ill th ink the
chosen this month show

actual owner of a railway, a Meccano
Outfit or a

a small pla> with his tra B
of Dinky Toys is

very seldom the only one who is concerned
there is more in it than that. Just notice in these efforts. In fact, almost always
hat P Sandv is doing An engine there seem to be conferences, the delegates

driver arrives at

the
before

h e d w
the time
locomotiv

is to be taken
so that he cai

round it to make
sure that it is fully

out,

i go

prepared for the
work it is to do.

Thoroughness is

lote tothe ysuccess
everything,

l n
.nd

Pi In
1

r er

will suffer less wear
just because he
is setting abo
thing ght
way. For the
stag this study

concentration,
his oil

The driver, Peter Sandy, goes round his engine with
can just before a spell of running.

of concentration
at

B
picture on page 300. Andrew to which are fathers and mothers, brothers

who is there seen i.... hi^ and sisters and other relatives as well as

Hornby-DuL
running as Pet

good friends. All these delegates have the same
in their minds—to ensure that

Manv other readers

too m sure that

d, their rolling stock is in good
d running is as much like that c

ays as possible.

Magazine everything coinvrned with their activities

are well is in good order and that real advances
are made.

I like conferences of this kind and often
der

like that on real

1 should to hear

about their laj

diag

and to reprod
and photographs

the M.M., a wish that appli

model-building of Meccanc
and to the fine road layoi

Toys owners.

of them in

think they could serve as examples to

many of those taking part in international

conferences, which too often do little, if

anything, to about agreement or

enthusiasts progress of any kind.

of Dinky

One g that

about all efforts of

i n terests me
kind is th tile

263
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The No* 2 Distillation Unit at Stanlow
Refinery

p
near Ellcsmere Port, Cheshire,

The illustrations to ibis article

reproduced by courtesy of The
Petroleum Co* Ltd.

AT Stanlow, near Ellesmere
Port, on the Cheshire side

of the estuary of the Mersey, is

a gigantic Shell refinery, one
of the largest and most complete
in Europe. Its towering
chimneys and the tall columns
of its distillation plants are
familiar sights by day to all who
live on Merseyside, and motorists

driving along the splendid road
bounding the refinery are made
aware of it at night by the
eerie light of two soaring ever-

burning flares, high up on the
tops of chimney stacks, where
waste gases produced in the
refinery are burned.

Stanlow was started as long

ago as 1922, and since then it

has spread out over the
countryside until it occupies

nearly 2,000 acres, almost two-
thirds of which are taken up
with refining plants, tanks and
distribution facilities.
Everywhere there are

pipes of all sizes, from bunches

i

of large ones, laid to
each other in concrete-lined trenches and they are delivered into the tanks of
through which crude oil is pumped into cars and lorries.

the refinery from the docks at which the Stanlow refinery is one of the largest in

ocean-going tankers are berthed, to the Europe, so large that communication inside

thousands of smaller ones snaking skyward it has called for the construction of 16|
on the columns and towers of the refining miles of road and 14$ miles of rail. It is

also one of the
most complete
in Europe, and
indeed the only
one in Great
Britain where
everything is

made that an
oil refinery

reat

units.

There are
indeed more
than 700 miles

of pipeline
within the
Stan 1 o w
Refinery, and

units

great

chain of pipes in which oil and

Ref
The She stallation at Stanlow

By the Edito r

can uce.
II I set out to explain all that can »I*

remain hidden practically throughout their seen there I should require a book, not
existence. Those who make steel, just two and a
locomotives and most other products see When the crude

MM.
refmerv

what they are handling. But the worker it is a thick black liquid with a greenish
in an oil refinery never sees the materials sheen, not at all pleasant to look at.

something morewith which he is working except when Its transformation into

samples are drawn for testing purposes, attractive, and more directly useful, is

for from oil well to tanker, and from brought about by distillation. Every
tanker to refinery, they flow

pipelines and never come to light

through
until

M,M. reader knows what distillation

means—heating a liquid and condensing
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the vapours driven off it—but on this - 1 fA The cracking is

distillation in an oil refinery is not quite carried out in
P

the reactor, in the centre

so simple as that. The oil is heated, by of the plant, where the hot oil vapours

pumping it through pipes that line furnaces and the catalyst swirl and mix thoroughly,

in which roaring flames heat it and turn coming into intimate contact for a

it into vapour, which is passed up what seconds. It is during these few seconds

is called a fractionating column, a tall that the oil vapours are cracked, a process

s the important
are exceedingly

tower in which the different constituents in which the

derived from the oil condense at different part because its

heights. The least volatile condense as fine, so fine in fact that it moves through

the vapour begins to rise in the column and the plant tike a liquid. This means that

the more volatile higher up. so that they it has a large active surface. The normal

can be tapped off separately to give a charge of catalyst is 500 tons, and the

series of fractions. individual grains are so small that their

the crude oil gives three total surface area is about equal to that

fractions that are concerned in the making of Switzerland!

of petrol

sent
as

fraction,

is gas oil, which

One is a fraction that can
final treating

The whole action of the cat-cracker is

continuous. The gas oil vapours and the

later. A heavier catalyst enter the reactor, the spent

not quite so volatile, catalyst passing away to the regenerator,

its name from the wider container on the right of the

its "use in the gas industry to supplement plant, while the cracked oil _
vapour

supplies of gas made from coal, and passes on to the fractionating column on
another, this time a lighter product, is the left. In the regenerator the carbon

naphtha. the magic
derived

of chemistry and other impurities formnl in the catalyst

from each of are burned away and it is returned to themore petrol can be
these, for blending with the petrol already reactor, ready to carry out its useful

obtained, thus the and
also adding to the octane rating and
power of the product.

purpose again.

Then there is the platformer. This is

Both processes are the chemist
calls catalytic,
that is, they are
carried out in the
presence
substance

change. but

of a
that
not

*

in

General view of the Fluid

Catalytic Cracking Unit, showing
from left to right the fractionating

the reactor and thecolumn,
regenerator.

some way makes
the changes
possible. Let us
look at the
roc ne

y gas oil first,

illustrate what
This

to
this means
is carried out in

the fluid catalytic

cracking plant, a
name that the
petrol experts
shorten for their

own convenience
to cat-cracker.
They call it a
cracker because heating the gas oil in another of the short words that sum up

<&*.<?f*

the presence of the catalytic agent cracks

the oil. or breaks it up, into lighter

ones, in this case platinum
orming unit. This is the

several

catalyst

constituents, which are valuable plant that produces high grade petrol

components of the petrol we use in motor components from naphtha, the lighter

cars, lorries or buses.

There is a picture of the Stanlow cat

product of earlier distillation. It is the

latest addition to the vast array of refining
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plants at Stanlow and was actually the produce additional
first of its kind to be built in I'm 1 rope.

components.

s ected to heat and ure.

with the catalyst to help in the process,

the molecules of the hydrocarbons in the

To sum up, there are in the main three
constituents of the petrol that we know
the light petrol produced in the distillation

units
#

that formed in the cat-cracker
naphtha are rearranged, or reformed, to and the re-formed petrol from the

platformer. All these can
blended U> produce the

of petrol required,

and at tlie same time
i Tii purities that give corrosive

iri,

pi and a suur or

offensive smell are removed.
then is a very brief

glimpse of the great Stanlow
beenrefinery. I have o

able to touch on the main
Wc«rk carried on in it.

Others among the hundreds
of different products include

;ing oils, fuel and
gas oils, engine oils,

transformer oils, medicinal
oils, bitumen for road
surfacing and an immense
range of chemicals of all

kinds. Other interesting

The Thermal Reforming Unit, with No. 1 Distillation Unit in the

Stanlow products are
detergents that form the
htundation of modern

background. sunpltgBS washing powders,
and sulphur, more than

10,000 tons a year, which comes from
an impurity in crude oil, and finds its

with gases, which incidentally are way out of the cat-cracker as hydrogen

give a petrol of higher octane value than
that of the original naphtha, together

themselves treated in other plant to sulphide, well known to all

THE BOEING STRATOFREIGHTER—(Conrm*** from Pm c 269)

1. 1 man-hours per pound on the KC-97G, his All this for the addition of
despite the incorporation of more than only 188 lb. to the aircraft's weight!
300 major design changes and an increase Boeing's great experience in building
in weight from 120,000 lb. to 175,000 lb. big four-engined aircraft over a period of

of the design improvements was 20 years, coupled with such devices, has
introduction of airborne radar sets made the Stratofreighter one of the

in 1950, the first time such equipment had fastest, finest and safest transports in the
ever been fitted as standard on a production world. Now Boeing are hoping to
transport. Designated AN/APS-42 (Air it even better by swopping the piston
Force-Navy/Aerial- Radar Search Model engines for turbines, and the first of two
42), the radar is an invaluable navigation experimental C-97s, powered by four
aid, producing on its indicators a picture 5,700 h.p. Pratt and Whitney T-34
of mountains, lakes, rivers and cities over turboprops, is due to fly before the end
which the aircraft fly. of this year. It will have 63 per cent.

Its rotating scanner, housed in a radome more power than a KC-97G, and the
the C-H7's nose, can also give lighter turboprops will also give a saving

warning of storms or obstacles in its path, in weight of nearly 2| tons. The result
enabling pilots to fly around bad weather may well be a new lease of life for the
areas and avoid the danger of collision Stratofreighter, enabling it to carry on as
with other aircraft or with high ground. tanker-transport team-mate to Boeing's
And, as an added navigation aid, it picks new B-52 Stratofortress bomber, which has
up any automatic radar beacons in the been designed to carry the hydrogen bomb
vicinity, so that the navigator can check to any target in the world.
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Th Boeing Stratofreighter
By John W. R. Taylor

EW post-war air liners have built up for of when the first prototype XC-97
themselves so great a reputation as the Stratofreighter flew In 1944,

56 Boeing Stratocruisers used by B.O.AC, The XC-97 was built as a straightforward

Pan American, Northwest and United Air transport development of the war

Lines. It is only five years since the first 15-29 Superfortress bomber. It had B-29

of them entered service; yet by February of wings, tail surfaces and landing gear and

this year thcv had flown

123.700.000 miles and carried

a total of the same 2,200 h.p. Wright R-3350-23
engines in oval nacelles. Its deep, figure-8tha

S
294,000 passengers, including our Q

Winston Church and nd of

other great and famous peopl

The Stratocruisers of B
Pan American, in particular

fuselage consisted basically of an 11 ft.

diameter circular upper deck built on top

of a smaller lower deck with the same
O.A.C d diameter as the B-29's

weight was 120,000 lb..

All-up
Strato

tl

represent the peak of comfort and efficiency part of its name indicated that its cabin

and flight deck were pressurised, so thatin piston-eng air ers, the

ry Monarc
and President
services as
flagships of these

500th Boeing
Stratofreighter

off from the

at

The
C-97
taking
airfield at Renton,
Washington, on its

delivery flight. The
illustrations to this

article are reproduced
by courtesy of the
B'ocing Airplane
Company, U.S.A.

a l r 1 i n e s

transatlan tic

fleets But
behind all the Stratocruiser headlines is a it could fly in the sub-stratosphere at

story of which Boeing are even more proud ; around 30,000 ft

for in February they built their 500th C-97 The idea was to increase the

Stratofreighter and! since then, have been mobility of U.S. bomber forces greatly by
turning out these giant aircraft at a rate providing each wing of B-29s with a number
of better than one every working day. of C-97s, which could carry the wing's

This is an incredible achievement, for ground v3 and equipment whenever
although the Stratofreighter is less the bombers moved to a new base By

B-29
i*

luxurious than its air liner counterpart, using the same engines and many
the Stratocruiser, it is still quite an components, servicing and "spares
aeroplane, with a weight of 175,000 lb. problems were simplified, and the two

(78 tons), four 3,500 h.p. Pratt and Whitney aircraft had much the same performance.

R-4360 Wasp-Major engines and pa The prototype showed its nn

of 134 fully-equipped troops, or 83 stretcher 9th January 1945, by tlviiiR across the

or "three fully-loaded lj-ton lorries American continent from Boeing's factory

or anything else of comparable weight and at Seattle to Washington, a distance of

bulk. It has, in fact, become the standard 2,323 miles at an average of

long-range transport of the U.S.A.F. and 383 m.p.h. carrying a 20,0001b. payload.

the U.S. Military Air Transport Service, its It was joined after a time by two more
versatility and high performance enabling XC-97s, and the U.S.A.F. were so impressed

it to do jobs that were hardly dreamed by their nee that they placed
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Front view of Boring KC-97G, the eleventh mode! in the Stratofreighter scries,

an order for a batch of ten YC-97s for the civil Stratocruiser, with spiral staircases,

lower deck lounge, galley andservice testing.

Meanwhile, the B-29 was being developed accommodation for 80 passengers and
into the B-50 Superfortress, with four 17,000 lb, of freight.

3,500 h.p. Pratt and Whitney R-4360 Next major production version was the
engines, a lighter, more sturdy wing, C-97C, first delivered in February 1951,
taller fin and rudder, bigger payload and which differs from the "A" only in having

nee. It was only logical improved radio, heavier floor and
to introduce the improvements on the C-97 payload. Like the

higher
ier version, it has

as well, with the result that all large loading doors and a ramp under its

Stratofreighters since the YG-97, and all rear fuselage, so that vehicles can be
Stratocruisers, have been transport driven straight into its huge main cabin,
counterparts of the B-50 rattier than of the ramp being raised and lowered by an
the B-29. electrically-operated cargo hoist which

First major production version was the runs the entire length of the fuselage.

standard C-97A transport, with R-4360-27 Only three C-97Ds were built. Thev
were, in fact, specially
modified C-97As, supplied
to the U.S.A.F.'s Strategic
Air Command as mobile
"command posts",
equipped as living quarters
for senior officers during
overseas

Putting In pi

from this pod
the boom operator's pod on a Boeing KC-97.

that the boom operator controls the
during aerial refuelling operations.

ing
It is

boom

missions.

By 1951, therefore, the
Stratof reighter was in
service in fair numbers with
both the U.S.A.F. and the
U.S. Military Air Transport
Service. Most of the
M.A.T.S. machines were
based in the Pacific area,

to fly regular military cargo
and passenger services
between the Vnited States
and Japan; and it was these

aircraft which did such a
fine job during the Korean
War by flying wounded
Servicemen speedily and in

comfort back to America
for treatment.
But one of the

engines and normal payload of 41,400 lb., Stratofreighter's most important roles was
— _ _ — _ _ _ r

300 m.p.h. The first was delivered on
The U.S.A.F. had beenwhich it could carry for 3,750 miles at still to come

interested for some years in the technique
of tiight refuelling as a means of increasing

range of their bombers and fighters.

"flexible hose" system.

J 5th October 1 It was followed by a
single YC-97B personnel transport, with
the same type of engines but equipped like the British
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a B-50A had made a round -the-world Hawaii, en route for Japan, by refuelling

flight, without landing, in 1949, being from KB-29 tankers in flight. Altogether
refuelled in mid-air at four points en route. 135 were ferried over the Pacific in this way;

Boeing had developed their new "Flying another 631 were subsequently flown
Boom" method of flight refuelling as an non-stop across the Atlantic in "Operation
alternative to the British scheme, and the Longstride

f

»

this time escorted and
U.S.A.F. at once ordered a number of B-29 refuelled by KC-97s of the U.S.A.F. 's

Strategic Air Command.
Meanwhile, introduction into Service of

Su
KB-29

to be converted into
I*
flvin Of

6 boom" tankers. Then
ght idea of using the B-47 Stratojet bomber, powered by sixsomebody had the

Stratofreighters instead as tankers. The fuel-thirsty jets, had made
advantages were obvious; a great load of even more important to the U.S.A.F., who

mg

fuel could be carried

in their huge cabins
and when not

as tankers
they could still be

used for normal

assigned 20

otfering great
versatility and,

—

hence, economy.
designed

ingenious
", containing

Boeing
a n
pod",

the "flying boom",
operator and
controls, so that it

could be substituted
quickly for the
Stratofreight er's
normal rear loading
doors and ramps.
The fuel tanks and
pumps on the top
deck were also made
quickly removable,
so that the aircraft

could be con ed
easily from a flight

refuelling tanker
a transport,

Stratofreighters
to each 45-plane
wing of the
bombers.
Consequently, when
the 305th and
Medium Bomb
Wings of Stratojets

made mass training

flights to Fin gland
last year, the C-97s
came too, and
i n d eed made
possible the long
transatlan tic
flights from Turner

Base,
. t o

Air Force
Georgia
Lakenheath in
Norfolk. Some idea
of the scale of the
Strategic Air
Command s

reliance on flight

refuelling can be

into

and vice versa. First

A Boeing electronics technician making final adjust-
nts to the APS-42 radar antenna in the nose of a

KC-97G Stratofreighter.

gained from the fact

that its aircraft
make a mid -air
refuelling contact
on an average once

of the KC-97Es, fitted with the new every 15 minutes, 24 hours a day, seven
equipment and with improved R-4360-59 days a week
enginrs; was delivered to the U.S.A.F Today, more than 5,000 persons, a third

in uly 1951, followed by the KC-97F of them women, are busy
with K-4360-75 engines.

The present production version is the

ucing
Stratofreighters at Boeing's Kenton factory;

and more than 200 subcontractors hold
KC-97G, which is basically similar but contracts from the company, worth some
with the flying boom "pod" and tanks £41 million, The Ryan company, for

re-positioned, so that they can remain in example, manufacture the entire rear

place when it is used as a transport, and fuselage section and boom operator's
with provision for carrying two very large pod"; and Rohr Aircraft assemble

111K ler it* wings to complete power plants ready for mountingexternal fuel tanks
increase still further its operational range, to the airframes.

The Korean War proved conclusively the Careful design and development have
value of flying tankers. Whole wings of continually reduced production costs.

Republic F-84G Thunderjet fighter- Man-hours required to build the big

bombers, urgently needed to support aircraft have been lowered from 5.9

the first

UCtion C-97A to {Continued on page 266)

United Nations ground forces, could be man-hours per pound weight for

flown non-stop 2,400 miles from America to
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Vancouver
/

Hig Lev Ste

Bridge
e an Concrete Structure

\ /ANCOUVER, British Columbia, build a
now has the magnificent new bridge

level bridge alongside the

seen in the illustrations on these pages, would
existing one, so that an opening span

be required, and this resulted
This spans False Creek, a waterway passing in the planning and erection of the present
through the city, crossing
Island, in the Creek, on the way, and the
new structure is known as the Granville
Bridge. It represents only one of many

improvements that are planned for

Vancouver in the immediate future.

structure.

The new bridge has room for eight lanes
of traffic and its approaches slope gradually
and easily up to its level on both north
and south sides of the Creek. Instead of
the 40 ft. of the older bridge it has the

It is interesting to look t over imposing vertical clearance of 90 ft. over
the predecessors of the new Granville the navigable channel of False Creek.

of which there have been two.
b of these was erected in 1888

and was built with the aid of wood
steampilings, planking and railings,

supplying the power
in constructing

In many ways the most interesting
feature of the new bridge, however, is the
splendid provision made for approaches
to it, on both north and south sides. The

required
it.

followed
this most

bridge
till

w
its

Fr«

wood
missing, although
approach viaducts

were of this material,

and instead steel beams
and girders took over,

with steam still supplying
most of the power.
Today the use of
reinforced concrete and
tremendous steel girders

given a gTeat new
structure of beautv,
strength and grace.

The 1909 bridge cost

e more a
million dollars. It had a
total length of 2,824 ft.

and provided a vertical

at high water
of about 40 ft. It had a
swing span, the opening
of which often caused
great inconvenience,
especially when it happened

The main span of Vancouver'* Granville Bridge is here seen just before
completion. This span was can til eve red out 300 ft* to the false bent or

support shown.

rush lower ion on the opposite page,
hour periods. The timber approaches also which shows a model of the bridge, gives
required considerable maintenance, and a good idea of what has been in

introduced a risk of fire. planning these to speed up
When at length it was decided that the ordered traffic across the structure.

under
new

must be replaced, it was first

that a tunnel should be driven
Creek instead of building a

On the north side there are two clover
leafs,

between
bridge. But

for easy movement
Bridge and Pacific Street,

this proposal was
abandoned, partly because of
of the site and partly because
heavy cost. Instead it was

nature
the
to

which is parallel to the Creek and is being
widened, and in addition there are two
ramps, one on each side of the bridge,

with streets running north,
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channel span provides for a clear

distance between the protection fenders
of the piers

370 ft., and
in the water of about
a clear dredged channel

of 350 ft. is provided. On the bridge
itself the distance between the kerbs,

which are 14 inches high, is 88 ft.,

which is ample for the eight lanes of

traffic allowed for, and the footwalks
on each side are 7 ft, in width.
The remaining sections were the

connections and approaches on the
north and south sides. While
constructional work on all three sections

was in progress the existing bridge was
kept open to traffic, and during this

period no work was done on the end
portions of both ends of the new bridge
where these intersected the old bridge.

the three sections of the bridge,

apart from the prohibited portions,

were completed and open for traffic,

the old structure was closed and
dismantled, after which work on the
new bridge was speedily completed.
Some further details of the bridge

will give idea:* of its size, and of its

Steel erection In progress, The Illustrations to this article

are reproduced by courtesy of Mr. J, C. Oliver, City Engineer,
Vancouver,

one

value to the city of Vancouver. About
25,900 CU. yds. of concrete have gone
into iU construction, with 9S5 tons of

reinforcing steel and 8,425 tons of

structural steel. Its total length is I
t772 ftwhich have been converted

streets of appropriate direction. At the 6 in. Its eight traffic lanes include four for

south end there are the even more elaborate trolley coaches, which in these modern days
arrangements seen in the foreground of the have replaced street cars running on rails.

illustration of the model. There are two The contract price for the bridge was
clover leafs and three ramps, providing 6,254,376 dollars, approaching ^2,500,000.
for distribution of the trail ic in different

directions, and other new roads have
and existing

vem en t

been
and otherwise altered
speedy and orderly
bridge or away from
The bridge was constructed

three sections. The
these was the ma
central part, over
the Creek and
Granville Island.

widened
allow

This is built of
structural steel
on reinforced
concrete piers,

This mode)
shows the

illustrations to
this article give

an excellent idea
of the scale of
the work and of

the manner in

which it was
carried out. The

appearance
the bridge

presents, look-
ing towards the
central business

district of the city.
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completed
two more small Terrier 0-6-0

received general
of the

tanks have
overhaul, as has one
A tlan tics at Eastleigh,
Red backgrounds to the

name pi ites of some of the
Schools class engines brighten
their appearance, as is the
case with W.R. Halls and
Other lined black locomotives
used a good deal for passenger
work. It would be nice to see
the idea extended.
Locomotives withdrawn

include 4-4-fls numbered 30282,
30471 and 31315 respectively
of classes T9f

DIS and E,
G 0-6-Os Nos. 31038 and 31572,
and Rl 0-4-4T No, 31703,
Electric colour

been
light

broughtsignalling has
into use in the busy multiple*
junction area between Norwood
Junction, Selhurst and East
Croydon, with its sidings,

burrowing and flying junctions,
on the main routes from

and Victoria

An up train leaves Peterborough in charge of Bl
Photograph by R* Russell-

class 4-6-0 No. 61366.

Railway
Croydon, replace six

Bridge
towards the coast* with their

four tracks as well as numerous
local or connecting lines. The
new all-electric signal boxes
at Norwood and Gloucester

north of East
and

Road Junction,
manually operated cabins

By R. A. H. Weight

Apprentices 1 Training School at Wolverton

The large carriage and wagon works at Wolverton,
about 52| miles north of London in Buckinghamshire,
are a familiar sight from trains passing along the
main line to and from Euston. In early days
locomotives also were constructor! th re, and now
the London Midland Region has opened a learn -as*

you-earn training establishment, fully equipped with
workshops, machines and lecture rooms. Trainees are
accepted on leaving school, receiving practical
instruction for a year before being transferred to the
works proper, where training continues up to
age of 21.

The apprentices1 school at Derby has been mentioned
in an earlier issue* It also is typical of the thorough
manner in which British Railways are applying their
instructional and training schemes for various grades
and departments in different parts of the country,
so as to ensure that those young people who wish
to achieve a successful railway career should have
every opportunity of doing so. Descriptive information
is readily obtainable by intending applicants.

Southern Tidings

The Rugby Football Ground at Twickenham is

almost world famous. The Twickenham S,R* station
in the Thames valley, on the London outskirts, was
over 100 years old and hardly adequate for handling

ar and special traffic in frequent electric trains.
It has now been replaced by a fine new structure
with five plat forms, two of which are bays for
accommodation of football crowds. There are centrally
heated waiting rooms and offices, modern lighting in
new style and additional footbridges. Part of the
new building housing the ticket hall, parcels office

and telephone kiosks was not quite con 1pie ted at

control the whole busv area concerned. During the
changeover, which was effected smoothly, thanks to
long and careful planning, in the course of a Saturday
night, some interesting alternative routes were used
by steam mailf newspaper and other trains, taking
West Country and Ul engines by way of Ladywell,
Selsdon, Oxted and East Grinstead to Haywards
Heath for example.
The final step in the provision of continuous colour-

light signalling, with latest electrical equipment,
between London and Brighton will be the installation
as stage 4f probably
to Coulsdon North

f next year, from East Croydon
through Purley.

New instable Seating In French Trains

Following experiments that met with appreciation,
the French National Railways are converting 18 more

class coaches from side corridor to centre
gangway type for use from next autumn in express
services between Paris and Brussels, Calais and Rome
and elsewhere. They will be fitted with armchair
seats that can be rotated to face in cither direction
and also adjusted
positions,

to provide various reclining

London Midland News and Developments

Following completion of the extensive improvement
scheme covering signalling, track layout and arrival
platforms at Euston, the main departure platforms
numbered 12-15 on the west side have been taken
in hand for widening, resurfacing and partially altering
in ^position, in conjunction with a rearrangement of
siding lines, in order to provide better accommodation
for

mi lives to the

.. *

telephone
the time of writing.
There was recent

runs as light engine,
trains, of the powerful
locomotive No

of trialnews from Brig h ton
and also with special empty
new diesel-electric main line

Class 4 2~tMT No.

fiassengers*
location of new 2-10-0 freight lo

Midland Division began with Nos. 92008-9, announced
to be shedded at ISA, Wellingborough. B.R, class
5 4-6-Os Nos. 73030-1 fitted with Westinghouse
brake have been on fast mineral train trials over the
Midland Division, as have Starrier 2-S-0s. One of
tlip Hughes- Fowler 2-6-fls now fitted with Reidinger
rotary poppjet valve gear, No. 42824, has been in
Rugby Testing Plant. A number of the early Ivatt
43uxx Moguls now have a single instead of a double
chimney.

,

Driver G. Hall of Camden shed, who was retiring

soon afterwards, with a heavy 16-coach Blackpool
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and Wigan to Huston express weighing well over 500
tons gross, did well with rebuilt Patriot 4-6-0 No*
45522 Prestatyn, on a L6ft»min. litmus for 158 miles.
regaining most of the time lost by signal delays round
about Nuneaton, Rugby and Gasftethorpc.

Driver W. G. File, another top link driver at the
same depot also reaching the
end of his honourable service

transferred to Grantham shed for runs to Nottingham
and Derby. The first

cx-C.C.R. U

to be
ti-Os oflarge

**Pom-poms" and dating from

withdrawn of the
Class
1901

174

Jll, known as
-10, k 64367. A

good many are superheated and 30 were rebuilt with
Thompson high pitched boilers. Director 4-4-0

owing to the age limit, w
remarkable run with the Rolls*
Koyce special on City of
Edinburgh I mentioned recently,
actually covered the 158 miles
from Crewe in less than that
number of minutes in April,

arriving Huston early after a
late start from Crewe on a
Preston Jubilee 4-6-0, No.
45582 Central Provinces, with
13 coaches, just over the limit

in weight laid down for that
class of engine on a "special
limit" 165-mia. schedule. This
w a s o a t he u p Friday
VVi r . lennere to London train,

which runs daily in the summer
holiday season as the Lakes
Express. There were no adverse
lignals, just one permanent
way slowing south of Stafford.
It was an excellent steady run.
Another good trip logget I

over the same track by Mr,
N R. Harvey was on a Sunday
evening when Driver Robey of
Edge Hillf

Liverpool, gained
about 12| minutes with 16 coaches, recovering delays
and arriving Huston to time with calls at Stafford and
Nuneaton. The engine was 7P No. 45527 SouthporL

Eastern and North Eastern Locomotive Doings

One is accustomed to heari
attained by principal

Jubilee No, 45618 New
Manchester well in

Hebrides has the
near Radlett.

4*15 p*m.
Photograph

from St. Pancras to

by G* R* Mortimer*

ng of high
locomotives

mileages
express locomotives engaged

on 1- lg distance duties; but the achievement of A4
No. 60034 Lord Faringdon, one of the streamline*!
Pacifies stationed at King's Cross during a period
when a number of sister engines were undergoing
repair or overhaul in works, seemed exceptional, as
nearly 2,450 miles were covered in eight days, iuchidin
four runs to Leeds and back, one to Newcastle and bac
on the very fast Ttes-Tynt Pullman* and two round
trips from London to Grantham and back. Other
expresses hauled included the Yorkshire Pullman and
the 8.20 pm. night mail from Kings Cross.
Nl G-6-2Ts are engaged on freight duties in the

Nottingham area. An Li 2-6-4T No. 67772 was

No. 62ti50 Prime Henry has also gone*
Additions to the stock list lately noted were B.R.

class 2 2-6-Os numbered 78016-3 allocated to Kirkby
Stephen shed, 51 H; No. 800SO class 4 2-6-4T to
Plajstow, 33 A- and No* 27001, CotCo, or EM2 class,

electric locomotive to 36B, Mexborongh or its electric
sub-depot.

Further L.M.S* type 2-6-4 class

from the Tilbury line to Neasden
4 tanks

were Nos. 421122
and 42225*

Electrically Controlled Shunting for London Yard

The Temple Mills freight marshalling yard is a vast
establishment near Stratford., in East London, on the
Great Eastern Section, E.R. When it is reconstructed
and electrically equipped in accordance with plans
now being completed, it will be possible to see electric
point operation worked from a Control Tower
diverting wagons rapidly into various sidings after
being pushed over a hump, as well as electric retarders

to check their speeds,
in the same way as in th

remarkable nests of sidings
at Whitemoor, Hull and
To ton. The equipment,
however, will incorporate
the latest improvements
suggested by recent
experience. Wagons are
sorted more rapidly by this
means.

i iThe Gloucestershire

In

Regiment

last
4

April
H-O, W.R, No.

SL Donat's

class

5017,
formerly SL Donat's CastU

}

was named The Gloucestershire
ktgimenL
railway officers of high
rank attended the

Mill tar
officers c

and

A Scottish stalwart
Highland

Former Caledonian 4-4-0 No. 54472 at Forres on the
Line, Photograph by E. Hitfgs.

naming
ceremony at Gloucester
Central station on the
anniversary of the Iinjin

River battle in Korea, as well

as present and past members
of the
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Famous Ferry Service
Maori Joins New Zealan eet

By John P. Barrett

T""0 every true New Zealander the famous joined by the Mararoa, of 2,466 tons gross.
Jl Inter- Island Steamer Express Service She had been built by Wm, Denny in 1885

is known as the Ferry Run, even though for the trans-Tasman service. The Mararoa
was the first vessel in the Pacific to havethe ships engaged in it are 7,000-tonners,

offering facilities equal to those of any short
sea passenger service in the world. In the
I870*s, when the country was young, sea

triple expansion engines
of 1H knots.

and to have a

transport provided the only sure means of first vessel

A daily service came in 1906, when the
-built for the Inter-

moving from one place to another. As the Island trade was ordered. This was the
islands are separated by what can be one of Maori, also built by Wm. Denny, in 1907.

the wildest stretches of water anywhere, a handsome triple-screw turbine steamer of

stout, comfortable ships have always been 3,399 tons gross, with a speed of 19 knots
required on the linking service, begun as a and modern accommodation for some 600

one by the Union Steam first and second class passengers. Like all

N.Z, Ltd. with the 930-ton the ships specially built for the Wellington-
orary
Co. of

Takapuna in 1889 This compound Lyttelton service, the Maori was fitted

engined steamer, capable of over 13 knots, with a bow rudder to facilitate rapid
had been in 1883 by the Barrow berthing.
S B. Co., one of the
forerunners of Vickers-
Armstrongs, for the long
Dunedin-Onehunga run.
From 1st April 1895

the service became
permanent, the ship
inaugurating the service

the Penguin, 749
tons gross, built by Tod and Macgregor in

1864. Expansion of the service was rapid,

had attained a speed of

20.5 knots on trials, and
covered the 175 miles of

In the illustration ml the bead of the her in 9 hours
page, Rangatira, the first turbo-electric

vessel on the New Zealand Ferry, Is

seen on her trials. She was built at

Barrow In 1931, and has a speed in

excess of 22 knots.

journey
25 minutes on her second
voyage in 1907
For the next six years

the Maori and Mararoa
worked together, but it

was apparent that a still

larger ship was required. This came in the
Wahine, 4,436 tons gross, built by Wm.

and three a week were made after Denny and Bros, in 1913, She was really

November 1896. Larger and faster ships an enlarged Maori, having the same type
were used, and in 1897 the famous of machinery, and on trials attained a speed

of 2 1 .33 knots, which made her one of theRotonahana entered the service. This
vessel was a magnificent clipper-bowed, fastest steamers in the world at that time
15 £ knot steamer of 1,727 tons, built by The new vessel was not to remain in

Wm. Denny at Dumbarton in 1879, and service long, for she was taken up for use as
was the first vessel in the world to be built a dispatch
of mild steel, the first to be fitted with

and later as a minelayer
in the Great War. In 1919 she returned to

bilge keels and the first compound engined New Zealand and with the Maori
vessel in the Pacific. In 1903 she was maintained the service until 1931, when the
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atira was built

This vessel, a fine

looking twin-screw
turbo-electric
steamer of 6,152 tons
gross, was built by
Vickers-Armstrongs at
Barrow. She is 419 ft.

long overall, with a
beam of 58.2 ft. and
a depth of 25.8 ft. Her
speed on full power is

in excess of 22 knots.

The turbo-electric
drive has proved very
satisfactory because of

the greater
manoeuvrability it

gives, as well as the availability of full and finally sold to Chinese owners.
power to run astern. Unfortunately, the Wahine was wrecked
Up to 1941 the service was maintained in the Arafura Sea in 1951, when carrying

by the Rangatira and Wahine; the Maori reinforcements for the New Zealand forces
was kept as reserve ship and the Mararoa in Korea.
finally withdrawn and scu
Strait. During 1941-45 both

Cook
reR i ilar

These events left the ferry service in

the sole charge of the Rangatira and
vessels were frequently employed taking Hinemoa. The former was 20 years old in

troops to Fiji and other South Sea Islands 1951, and this was among the reasons why
the Union Line decided
to order a new turbo-

and the Maori had again
to take over.

Plans for a replacement
for the Wahine were
complete in 1939, but
construction had to wait
until the war was over.

Vickers-Armstrongs
constructed this vessel,

Of the two further illustrations of New
Zealand Ferry vessels on this page, the
lower one shows Hinemoa approaching
Wellington, and the upper one is a
picture of Takapuna, the 930-ton
steamer that opened the service in 1889.

electric steamer for the
express service. In April
of that year the order
was placed with
Vickers-Armstrongs for

this new vessel, to be
named Maori, thus

the turbine-electric Hinemoa, and she was perpetuating the name of the little steamer
launched on 30th May 1946, the first large of 174 tons that had been No, 1 in the
passenger vessel to be completed in the Union Company's fleet list, and also that
United om after the war ended. of the first steamer gned and built

She has a gross tonnage of 6,911 tons and for their Inter-Island service.

was described in the M.M. in 1947. When Princess Margaret performed the
The Wahine then became relief vessel, launching ceremony of the vessel, it was

as the Maori had been laid up since 1943 the first time that a New Zealand-owned
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vessel had been launched by Royalty, aids is provided on the bridge, including
The event is marked by the appearance of one of the latest types of Decca radar,
a portrait of Her Hoyal Highness in a place A Kelvin-Hughes echo sounder is installed,
of honour in one of the public rooms, with as is the Lux-Rich system of fire detection

and extinguishing. As in the |rlan inscribed silver plate beneath it.

The new vessel is of 8,303 tons gross, vessels, a bow rudder is provided and
and is 455 ft. long overall, with a breadth telemotor gear for this is installed in each
of 63.5 ft. and depth of 25.6 ft. She has wing of the bridge, thus giving a clear
four decks and accommodation is provided
for9(iS passengers and
a crew of 1 16.

The new vessel has
a pleasingly modern
profile, and her

giving
view astern for the helmsman.

e rp a s s e n g
a c c o m m o d a t i o n .

which is of a very high
standard
on four

is prov
decks.

, in

addition to the boat
deck and an
deck outside
machinery space.
There are two de luxe
cabins with priv
bathrooms, and
many ordinary single

berth cabins. Most of

the accommodation
is on the upper deck
and main deck. Also
on the latter are a
small number of 12-berth cabins for use in

The latest addition to the New Zealand Ferry fleet is the Maori, the fine turbo-
electric vessel seen in this illustration.

*

Virtually identical with that in llinemoa
peak periods. The cafe and smoke room and Rangatira, the propelling machinery,
are on the promenade deck and occupy the by the British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd
full width of the deck house. The latter is comprises two turbo-alternator sets, ea< h
panelled, and its walnut and sycamore with its own condenser plant and auxiliaries,

furniture add to its comfortable appearance. two double- u nit synchronous motors
The officers and engineers are directly coupled to the two screw shafts,

accommodated in the boat deck house a contactor cubicle to control the power
which, with the exception of a few passenger from the alternators to the propulsion
cabins, is entirely for their use. Stewards motors and two balancer booster sets for
and crew are berthed in good two and four excitation. The turbo-alternator
berth cabins on the main deck aft The rated at 5,120 k\V at 3,150 volts three-

are

is

and
punkah louvre system of ventik
Installed throughout the vessel

electric heaters are also extensively fitted.

General

phase
are
220

A.C., while the propulsion motors
of 6.500 shaft horse oovver ateach

r.p.m.
power

The turbines are of the B.T-H
cargo is carried in four holds multi-stage impulse type and

and the lower 'tween decks forward, and for a maximum boiler pressure of 425 lb.

particular attention has been given to . per sq, in, and total temperature of 725°i".

A special wide range governor is used inroom ; t ndobtaining maximum
making the hatches as flush as possible order to permit a variation in speed
for the easy handling of motor cars, horses

J
between 3,300 and 700 r.p.m is

etc. The deck machinery is fully up-to-date, supplied from four Yarrow high pressure
and the hatches are all served by three-ton water-tube boilers. The ship's maximum
Clarke Chapman electric winches
Mechanically-operated hatch cov

speed is over 2 1 knots.
are Maori ran trials on 10th October

lilted, and full weather protection afforded 1053, and was then handed over to her
winchmen by means of fully-enclosed owners. On the following day, she left

with wii ove
hatches.

A com

the the Tyne for Wellington, via the Panama
Canal and, after an excellent voyage,

range of navigational reached her home port on 15th November.
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Starting the 6 h.p. twin
cylinder engine prior to

launching the Austcr 83
pilotless target aircraft.
Photograph by courtesy of

Austcr Aircraft Ltd.

SHORT time ago I

friend in

received a letter

America, tellin

shooting practice for the anti-aircraft

a rnena m America, reiiing gunners who still play a vital part in our air

me about an aeroplane belonging to a defence system. Simplicity is the keynote

gentleman named Phil Edmunds, It seems of its construction, to keep down
that Mr. Edmunds decided to build the manufacturing costs and speed replacement

world's biggest model aeroplane as publicity of parts damaged by gunfire. The V-shaped

for the series of model kits which he fuselage, for example, is built of welded

manufactures. After a time, he realised steel tubing and houses the fuel tank, radio

that the thing was big enough for him to control unit and the parachute by which

sit in; so he equipped it with a seat, proper the model is lowered safely to the ground

controls and a 20 h.p. engine and finished when its engine is stopped (provided no-one
has shot it down in the
meantime!). A
protective frame under
the nose guards the
engine from damage in

landing, and the
propeller is arranged so
that it always comes to
stop in the horizontal

n p with a unique
-lightultra

Designemonoplane with a
wing span of 25 ft. 6 in.

and speed of 70 m.p.h.

This story
emphasises the
narrow margin that

divides model aircraft

from their full-size counter

and which will become even more difficult

to define

Matador
launched

to

Shot at
By John W. R. Taylor

nowadays position, well clear of the ground.
The wings wooden two-spar

guided missiles like the structures, fabric-covered except for the
bomber and ramp- leading edges, and attached to the fuselage

interceptors are in by a long retaining pin They are

large-scale service interchangeable; as are the fabric-covered

All of which brings me to the subject of fin and tailplanes. No ailerons are fitted,

this article—the Auster B3 pilotless target as the rudder and elevators have proved
aircraft, illustrated on this page. Simply sufficient for normal target flying.

constructed, with a wing span of 12 ft. 3 in. e B3 is launched from a 37 ft. long

and powered by a 6 h.p. A. B.C. air-cooled ramp by a powerful spring catapult, and is

flat-twin engine, it is no more complex than controlled in ilight by a normal control

some of the superb radio-controlled models stick on the ground radio control unit. It

which will be seen at any big model is flown usually at up to 120 m.p.h. at a
height of

ire

flying meeting this summer. But 1 am
quite sure you would get some black looks Bren guns

if you accused the soldiers in

of playing with modeIs 1

In fact the B3 has been designed for a
very serious job of work—to provide

500 ft. as a target for

to 40 mm. Bofors
and is no easy target, as it can be
th rough aerobatics such as 1

dives.rolls, steep turns and power
carries fuel for one hour's flying.

It
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On Road
By J, Dewar McLintock

HANKS to the generosity of their I found it remarkably easy to handle,
manufacturers, I have been able to

try out one or twc current vehicles in the kind of acceleration

even in London traffic, and it had the
allowed me to

past few weeks. The Wolselcy 6/80 was lead the massed starts from the traffic
notable for its long. stride, and a
di'grte <>j silence thai was must refreshing
after my own humble and rather husky

lights with every confidence!
certainly get a great deal of
small two-strokes these days.

They
fromurge

t

A friend
transport! I have heard people say the of mine, who is highly technical, tells me
tvso is on the slow sidr, but that is fcbat this is largely because modem m< -t hods

of production allow closer limits withoutnonsense Peo who do not use the
gears to the best advantage may not get any danger of distortion
the full benefit from t camshaft engine

IS

the myth came into
ing.

A car from the same
parent organisation was
the Morris Pick-Up—

a

semi-commercial
version of the Morris-
Oxford car, with an
open steel truck-type

However, to make a volte face, as it were,

body.
very

This I found
much to my

liking, and although it

is true that one cannot
i

expect "flas.hing"
acceleration from a
vehicle of this type, I

found it quite easy to

put 40-odd miles in

the hour even at night
on a road that I did

not know too well.

Then 1 was fortunate
to have a

French car—the Simca
Aronde—for a week-
end. This was a
delightful car, and had many typically

continental characteristics. The folk across
the channel build their cars to go far and

enou
The "David Brown Lagonda," seen here with its bonnet removed to show the
engine, photographed at a secret test circuit on the occasion of its first run, At
the wheel is Mr. David Brown himself, who carried out the first series of test runs.

and talk about something that is practically
hand-built—at a price!—the David Brown
organisation have sent me details of the

fast, but never lose sight of the fact that thrilling new competition car known as
many continental roads are very badly

-

surfaced. Moreover, they cater for their

the David Brown Lagonda. This was to
make its debut at Silverstone on 15th

own typical motorist, who knows two May, with Reg. Parnell driving it in the
throttle positions—open and shut! and International Sports Car Race, and
who is apt to cram the car with people will run at Le Mans in fune.
and drape it with luggage . . . Accordingly, The new is a 4 Mitre VI 2. but is

the Simca held the road like a leech, not related to the well-known pre-war
could be cornered like a Grand Prix racer, Lagonda VI 2, The engine is notable for

the wide use of aluminium. The design
is "over-square," which means that the

and seemed absolutely untiring,

I have had a spin on a new motorcycle,
too. This was the competition model bore is greater than the stroke, and there
Dot—a two-stroke, of course, and with are four overhead camshafts, three down
the latest type of pivoted-fork suspension. draught Weber carburetters, each with
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The SImca, which has perhaps
a British look, but U typically

French in behaviour.

utility, with his entry
list, brace of priceless

stop-watches, etc. A
headlight would blaze,

an engine roar into life,

and another motorcyclist
forward level

with the Jeep, to await
the

f r
off." The starter

would watch his clocks.

quietly lift his
and waveprogramme,

it down again as the
rider's time came up.

In the instant the man
and machine would be

four intakes, and twin

off, without fuss or

with two fireworks, on their long, tough trip.

plugs per cylinder. The new Lagonda has

a tubular chassis, torsion-bar suspension

all-round, and inboard shoe-type brakes.

There were both cars and motorcycles

in the event, and the various hills proved
quite for many of them, although

The latest thing in technically-interesting easy meat for others. A team of three

components is a magnetic clutch, I learn. 1926 Trojan two-stroke cars

This is lty somewhat sensational *
most nobly, but just failed to qualify for

because it appears that the full torque of awards. One of the Trojan drivers has

the vehicle's engine is transmitted through (Continued on page 306)

the agency of iron filings stuck

the driving and driven plates. This may
sound like mumbo-jumbo to you or me,
but it cannot be, in view of the important
name of its sponsors. Clutch actuation

depends upon the energising of

electro-magnet, which disposes the metallic

-in

film 43 so as to jam-up the fine clearance

'twixt driving and driven members.
One of the illustrations on these pages

shows a part cross-section of the new
Ford diesel engine. This is the first 100

per cent. Ford diesel. The picture is

particularly interesting in that it makes
the injection layout so clear. It is direct

injection under high pressure, and there is

no ante-chamber for ignition.

Easter I indulged in one of my
favourite sorties

start point of

Trial. 1 have
M.CC. classics,

the Virginia Water
London-Land's End
been fond of these

I would have gladly

taken part, but had other fish to fry.

There is a certain glamour and excitement
even about the start of these events,

however, and for a couple of hours or

more I watched the motorcyclists go off

The official starter was parked in a

An excellent example of direct injection—the new
Ford four-cylinder diesel engine.
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Fairey Jet-Gyrodyne,
first British jet-rotor
helicopter to fly.

Air News
By John W. R. Taylor

Firs l sh jet Helicopter

As part of the development programme for their
big 40-seat Rotodyne hi lieopt< r airbus, The Fairey
Aviation Company have fitted a jet -rotor
experimentally to their small Gyrodvne, illustrated
above, and this aircraft is being flight tested at
White Waltham Aerodrome, near Maidenhead, bv
Fit, IX John Denrus.
The Jet-Gyrodyne was the* first British jet -rotor

helicopter to fly, and works on much the same
principle as the Rotmlyne, a prototype of which is

under construction. For take-oif, its 500 h.p. Leonides
piston engine drives compressors, which supply
compressed air through the hollow rotor blades to
pressure-jet "burners" at the tips. Once airborne,
much of the engine power is diverted to the aircraft's
two pusher propellers, offering a higher cruising Spird
than conventional helicopters.
The Jct-Gyrodyne is, in fact, a couvt-rtaplane.

But, unlike the Rotodyne, its rotor is not designed
to auto-rotate in cruising flight, as its stub- wings are
not big enough to contribute any appreciable lift.

Last

The World Airspeed Record

Lt.October, Lt. Cdr. James Verdin, of the U.S.
Navy, set up a world speed record of 753.4 m.pJi.
over a 3 km. course in a Douglas Skyrav delta-wirm
fighter, Thnt- weeks later, Lt. Col. l\ K Lver<sl o
the U.S.A. F* achieved an average of 755J 5 m,p,h.
over a 15 km. course in a North American YF-10Q
Super Sabre. At once, aviation people all over the
world began
arguing as to
which of the
two pilots held
the absolute
speed record.

If

been
had
km.

r
^

Everest's flight

made over a 3
course there would have

n no doubt, as the
official rules of the
Federation Aeronaut iqu
Internationale accept a
new speed record only if

it exceeds the previous
record by one per cent.,
and Everest did not beat
Verdin's record by that
amount. But be made his
flight over a different

distance; and many experts
argued that, as a result,

it was only logical to^^^^^^^^^^^^^^* accept the higher speed
as the absolute record.

After three months of consideration the F.A.L have
agreed, and Col. Everest is now officially holder of
the world's absolute spied record— the fourth time
this record has been held by North American fighters
since September 1948.

Convair's Biggest Flying Boat

America's first turboprop transport flying boat,
the slim- hulled, SIMon Convair R3Y-I Tradewind,
has completed successfully its initial flight trials over
San Diego Bay, California, Designed to tly long
distances at more'lhan 3So m vp,h*, it is powered by
four 5,500 h.p. Allison T-40 turt pr-'ps, eachoprupg|
consisting of two turbines geared to drive a set of
COntra-rotating propellers. Its win-: span is 145 ft.

A large number of Tradewinds have been ordered
for the U.S. Navy's Fieri Logistics Air Wings, whose
job is to fly personnel, supplies and equipment to
American Naval units and bases all over the world;
anil they will be the most advanced big flying boat-
in the air. Their long, slender hulls, with a length-
to-bcam ratio of lO-to-1, are extremely efficient both
in the air and on the water. Large cargo hatches,
built at the same height above the water as floating
docks, will speed loading and unloading of cargo,
and, when used as passenger transports, the aircraft
will have rearward -facing seats.

In fact, with the Convair Sea Dart water-based
fighter; the Tradewind provides further proof that
unless the Air Ministry changes its policy soon we
shall lose our traditional leadership in fly

ii indeed we haven
ip in ilying

not already done so.

boat

Supersonic Prince

First member of a Royal Family to flv faster-than-
sound was Prince Bern hard of the Netherlands, who
went supersonic twice in a two-seat TF-86F Sabre
trainer on the 13th March last, once as a passenger
and once as pilot.

The 80 - t on
Convair R3Y-1
Tradewind
transport,
America's first
turboprop
flying boat,
taking off for Its

maiden
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U.S. Navy's Goodyear
ZP2N-1 airship, built

the Goodyearby
Aircraft Corporation,

of Akron, Ohio*

New Airships

As a result of

their fine service in

World War II, the

U.S. Navy retains

a keen interest in

the use of non-rigid
airships (blimps)
for locating and
attacking enemy
submarines, and the

onupper
this page shows the
Latest and biggest ait raft of this type yet built.

Known as the ZP2N-1, it IS one of a number of
- "K" and "N M blimps being produced by the

Goodvear Corporation at Akron, Ohio, its lengUi

is 342 ft. and its envelope contains 975,000 cu. ft.

of helium gas. Powered by two 800 h.p. Wright

Cyclone engines, it is able to fly for many hours

at up to 85 in.p.h., and carries the latest radar

search equipment, including a large scanner under

its two-deck control car.

Map with a Memory

The
new air navigation aid, wei
incorporate* a "memory.**

effect, a microphone lowered into the water at the

end of a ruble. Chief disadvantages are comparatively

low speed, and vulnerability, if the submarine decides

to fight it out; but these problems may be overcome

in due course. Meanwhile, the Royal Navy has

ordered a substantial number of twin-engined Bristol

173s, to gain further experience in o

helicopters for anti-submarine duties.

perating large

Jet Trainers for Fr

First

Decca Navigator Company have produced a
only 20 lb., which

asically the instrument

is similar to the famous Decca Air Log used by

B.E.A., in which the aircraft's track is traced

automatically on a moving strip map. This time

however, the map is stationery and a mechanical

pea draws the track on it. ShouW the aircraft go

jet basic trainer to go into large-scale

production is the neat little Fouga Magistcr, on

which pupil pilots of the French Air Force will one

day gain their wings, instead of spending a long

period on pUton-engined "primaries.
11

Powered by two 880 lb. thrust Marbori turbojets.

the two-seat Magistcr has a top speed of 440 m.p-h,

am! extremely mampuvrahk. one ol the prototype*

alreadv logged 250 flights in 220 flying hours,

reached a height of 40,000 ft, during test flights

to perfect the engine
installation. Another,
shown in the lower

Eicture on this page,
as been brought up to

production standard,

has
and

The Fouga Magister is

the firit jet basic trainer

to go into large-scale

production, and will be

used by the French Air
Force*

with fuel

.;:

wing tip
machine - guns,

and other

outside the area shown on the map, the navigating

system "memorises" its movements and picks it up

the moment it enters the map field again. Because

of its lightness, the new aid would seem to be of

particular value to the pilots of high-speed jet fighters.

Royal Navy's Anti-Submarine Helicopters

After six months of experiment and training,
.

the

Royal Navy's first anti-submarine helicopter squadron

—No. 845, equipped with American -built Sikorsky

—became operational on 15th March last, and

is destined for service in Malta.

Main advantages « £ using helicopters for anti-

submarine work are that they can operate irom

small platforms on almost any type of ship, and

can hover low over the water, listening for submarines

with their "dipping Asdic" apparatus, which is, m

tanks,
gunsight
operational equipment,
in which form it has
made more than 50

flights. Altogether, some 60 pilots have flown these

two machines, imJuding members of American, Dutch,

Italian and German technical missions.British,

Lazy Dog

One of the U.S-A.F.'s newest weapons is "Lazy

Dog/' a piece of steel 1| in* long, weighing about

half an ounce and shaped like a tiny bomb, with tail

tins to control its flight Shovelled by the thousand

from air raft flving at 5,000 ft., these "Lazy Dogs'
1

are said to have the penetrating power of a revolver

bullet, and to be able to put non-arniiftured vehicles

out of action.
• • •

Latest orders for the Vickers

air liner include three for the

and two for Fred Olsen Airtransport of Norway.

• >uut turboprop
an Misratr Co.
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Railways Among Mou
•

ins
By the Editor

T is difficult to imagine anything more vivid representations of the amazing
fascinating to a railway enthusiast railway scenes dealt with. It is claimed

than a full account of the railways of indeed that the illustrations form probably
Switzerland. The country itself is the com
wonderful, with its

glaciers and lakes,

amazing
but these

mountains, Swiss railways that
pictorial survey of

has ever been
attractions published, and the volume is well worth

make it difficult to organise a system of getting for the sheer pleasure and interest
modem transport. They have been
accepted as a challenge by Swiss railway
engineers, however, and
steam and electric lines

there

almost
bewildering variety of gauges, the longest

most amazing tunnels in the world, The one on this

of the selection that Mr. Allen has made
Three of these illustrations are

reproduced on these pages, and they will
serve as pointers to the immense range
of railway topics covered by the author.

page is a historic picture
and railways that actually climb mountains. showing the first engine on the first Swiss
Fantastic schemes
have even been

to buiJd a
to carry

passengers to the
summit of the
Matterhorn It is

very unlikely that
any of these will

ever be put into

practice, but it is

that nothing
is regarded as
impossible by the
railway engineers of

Switzerland.
I cannot think

of anyone better
qualified to tell

the story of the
rail of

are

ways
Switzerland than
Cecil J. Allen, who

travelled over
them and has
studied their working with the keenest railway, which was opened for traffic

interest during more than 40 years. He almost 107 years ago, at the head of a

The first locomotive to run In Switzerland, at the head of a replica of the first train,
which ran from Zurich to Baden in 1847. The illustrations on these pages

reproduced from "Switzerland's Amazing Railways/' by Cecil J. Allen.

has now
urn

all railway enthusiasts replica train when the of the
a debt of gratitude by writing a railway was celebrated. This was not a

magnificent book* that brilliantly describes mountain line

the daring, hard work and skill that have
into the creation of the wonderfulgone

netw of ways among the mountains
for which Switzerland is deservedly famous.

Special mention must be made of the
book's magnificent illustrations. T

Baden,
very
the

connected Zurich with
north of Switzerland, and
received the nickname of
Bun way The reason

for this was that what were called Spanish
buns made in Baden were highlv esteemed
by the citizens of Zurich, who were

comprise nearly 200 splendid pictures in delighted to find that could obtain
tone, beautifully printed on a new deliveries of these delicacies more quickly

fluorescent art paper so that they present by rail than they had previously done
by road!
The second of the three illustrations• Switzerland'* Amazing Railways by Cecil J* Allen

{Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd.. 25/- net). introduces a railway of superb engineering
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mountain lines, the
Schattli-Stoos fu ni u tar,

which
last

the little car
is seen on

of
the

background

stretch of its climb into

Stoos, with the twin
of the Mythen in

Here
is steeper than

1 in 2, and the car

climbs through a height

of 2,306 ft. in a journey

of less than a mile that
about 1 1occupies

minutes.
Even this is not the

end of the climbing
possible to the visitor,

not far away is

an example of another

The spirals at Clornico, on the Gotthard Railway,

line near here are seen in this view, and the exit

tunnels Is also visible.

All three level* of the

one of the *

creation
engineers,

of Swiss
a chair lift

by which passengers are

carried upwards another
1,463 ft. This form of

and scenic attractions in the mountainous mountain transport cannot perhaps be

region This is the Gotthard line, the classed as a railway, for it has no rails

construction of which involved boring the the coaches consisting of cages sus

Gotthard Tunnel, exceeded in length from wheel carriages that move

onlv by the twin bores of the Simplon down steel cables suspended from pylons

and by the Appenine Tunnel in Italy, Many of the chair lifts are now very

and the creation of a whole series of the elaborate, with ingenious junction stations

wonderful spiral tunnels now used so

freely to overcome the gradient difficulties

that travel through mountainous regions

presents. One of the most famous of

and of extraordinary length for such a

breathtaking form of transport.

From the Spanish Bun Railway to

latest triumph of the Swiss railway

these series of spiral tunnels is at Giornico, engineer, Mr. Allen takes his readers

on the Gotthard line south of the tunnel, through an amazing story of development

and in my illustration three different levels in a book that will appeal to all who

of the line can be seen at once. have any interest at all in Switzerland.

The Gotthard line

and others it in

Switzerland, all of

which you can read

about in Mr. Alien's

book, are triumphs of

what might be called

normal railway
building. The Swiss

railway engineers were

not content to push

their railways under

mountains and over
passes, however. They
began to build lines

climbing the mountain
peaks themselves.
using the rack and
pinion system or the

funicular principle.

Our third picture
illustrates one of these The final climb on the funicular railway from Scnattil to Si llf *
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Fitful. The Dinky Toys Austin MQ Van "Shell-B.P." leaving a motor showroom-
cuttings and a few Dinky Toys cars and figures are all that arc n

Strips of cardboard, magazine
ed to make a realistic scene of this kind.

By THE TOYMAN
HE
in

news that
added
Toys No. 470

announcement page scheme, using the correct shades of red
M.M. carried the good and green in which the actual vehicles

more models were to be are finished. The illustration shows clearly
range.

Austin
and Dinky Toys No, 622, 10-ton Army
Truck. By now most keen collectors will

These are ^ Dinky the finely detailed moulding of the radiator
and front bumper bar, features that giveVan Shell-RP

have seen these models in local
Dealers

1 windows and many will have
added them to their collections, but for
the benefit of those
had the opportunity

flit

the latest at

not have
examine

hand I am
giving a few details of their
features and their uses in Dink}
games.

I will deal with the Austin A40 Van
first, as it is some time since a new
commercial vehicle of this kind
introduced. It is shown in the illustration

a most realistic appearance to the model.
The Austin Van is particularly suitable

for inclusion in street layout schemes, and
this fact is splendidly demonstrated in the
otor showroom scene illustrated at the

very effective
corner of a layout was made up very
easily from a few pieces of cardboard, some

ings from magazine advertisements
and a few miniature figures. The motor
showroom itself is built up from strips
of thin cardboard glued together, and the

top of this page.

pavements are also cardboard. Dinky

below, and actual vehicle which
it is based is one of the most popular
of the
seen on
as it i

many light vans
the roads to-day

used for
distributive and
delivery work in

many different
trades and
industries. The
Dinky Toy model
carries
and ir

Shell"
B. P.

"

transfers on
sides and rear.

and is attractively
enamelled m a
two-colou r

Fig. 2. The new Austin
A40 Van, ,,Sheil-B.P„ ,T Dinky Toys No. 470.

t
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Toys Morris Oxford, Austin Somerset and removed the Truck makes an excellent
Austin Atlantic cars are displayed in the carrier for heavy goods and equipment.

thewindows, and a clock over
gives a tinal touch of "life" to the scene.
The 10-ton Armv Truck is another

It is used in this way
layout shown in Fig. 3

in the attractive
where it is seen

in front of a vehicles workshop. The 10-ton
addition to the series of Dinky Toys Army Truck has arrived with a load of

Fig, 3. In this scene
the 10-ton Army
Truck is shown
unloading spares at
an Army vehicles
workshop. For this

kind of work the
cover of the

can be removed.

vehicles, and just how realistic the latest

model is can be seen from the lower
replacement engines for the vehicles in

the workshop, and one of the crates has
picture on this page. Finished in the just been lifted clear of the Truck by a
correct green, with Royal Armoured Corp small hoist. You will notice how effectively
transfers at the front and rear, the new
Truck makes a tine companion for the
Army models already available A

is

spare
ween the cab and

a simple scene of this kind can be arranged
with the models now available. The
accessories needed are quite simple, and
they can be made very easily from a few
scraps of wood and cardboard. If youthe body.

The die-cast body is fitted with seats for have a favourite scene making use of 'the
use when the Truck serves as a personnel Army models, try to obtain a photograph
carrier, and of course the usual cover is of it and send it along. I shall be very
provided owv the body. This cover is glad to see it, and it the picture is suitable
detachable, however, an. I when this is I mav be able to use it in the M.M.

Fig. 4. The 10-Ton
Army Truck, Dinky
Toys No. 622, breasting
a hill, makes a

strikingly realistic
picture.
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Behi Scenes
e Back Room Boys of Motor Racing

By Peter Lewis

OW many people, when they visit invariably much hard work on cars in the

Goodwood, Silverstone, Crystal Palace

or one of the many other motor-racing

circuits, j{ive a thought to the Back-Room
Boys of the sport, those enthusiasts who
work so tirelessly behind the scenes!

so called because years ago they
really were pits—dug at the side of the

Out on the circuit, while thecourse

.

crowds settle down behind the barriers,

3 rse Marshals, Observ and officials

Some of the most
hackemimd nn'ii are

of these
scrutineers positions

of the Emergency Service take up their

Course Marsha I s mustThe

assistance in

appointed by the R.A.C. It is their job to prevent unauthorised Pf_^°
n
f_^

ro™ gftt^g
examine every car and to ensure that

only those in perfect mechanical condition

reach the starting grid.

The scrutineer must
examine steering, wheels

and hubs the entire

The starter has just released the field

in a race at Crystal Palace. No. 11 is

Tony Rolfs Connaught, and No, 7

Stirling Moss's Cooper - Alta.
Photograph by courtesy of the Autocar.

on to the track, be prepared to render

an emergency and control

the crowds. Course
Telephone Marshals are

in direct contact with
the Incident Officer in

the Clerk of the Course's

Office at the Start Line,

the nerve centre of the

brake system, suspension

and shock absorbers. He
checks for oil

vitally important, for oil

on the track can prove disastrous. Tyres Observers at the dozen or so Observer

too must be in first-class condition and the Posts around the circuit have a most

Chief Scrutineer usual!v has a tyre responsible task. They are key men and

consultant to assist him. He also has to in charge of alt other race personnel—such
as Course Marshals, ambulance men and
firemen—in their area. Each Post is

nd finally equipped with a fire extinguisher, sand,

shovel and broom, a set of coloured flags

check R.A.C. Competition Licences an<

ordinary driving licences, as well as crash

helmets, goggles and vizors,

he certifies to the Clerk of the Course,

before the start of the meeting, that all and a report book. The flags are used to

cars are race-worthy and that drivers have communicate to drivers the International

submitted satisfactory medical certificates.

In the event of an accident he must be thoroughly conversant with their use.
Flas Signals, and Observers must be

able to satisfy the Stewards of the Meeting

that the car concerned was in no way
defective.

On the morning of race day there is

usually some last minute practising, and

They have the authority to slow down a

car {vellow and must assess the

situation and the possible danger at a

moment's notice, but at the same time

avoid hasty action. The flag that is most
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A night scene at Lc Mans, with
the pits full of activity. Behind U
a section of the giant illuminated
scoreboard. The illustrations on Ibis

page are reproduced by courtesy of
The Autocar.

frequently used is a blue
one (waved) which means
"Another competitor
tryin to overtake von.

is
> i

Although I have never seen
a blue waved in error
at world-champion Ascari,
I believe it has been don
but not in this country!
The Observers report any

cases of careless or
dangerous
baulkins

driving
or

such as
inopportune

overtaking and, for instance,
a driver running on to
grass verg<

the
when not forced by an

men, ready for action.

The Emergency Observers at the
emergency to do so. They also report B.A.R.C. circuit at Goodwood keep the
retirements and are in contact by telephone entire course under survey through field

with the Chief Observer, who is with the glasses from high towers at strategic
Incident Officer at the Clerk of the Course's
Office.

The Emergency Service comprises the
Officer, Incident Observers,

Any serious incident is immediately
reported to the Incident Officer, who is

then responsible for putting the necessary
emergency service into operation as

Emergency Observers, doctors, ambulances, quickly as possible. Ambulances and fire

service vans, Course Telephone Marshals engines that have to use the course during
and fire iances. The Chief Medical a race carry a white flag and travel in the

normally remains in the vicinity same direction as the competing cars, which
of the Clerk of the Course's Office, with
the Chief of Police and the Chief of 1he
Ambulance Brigade. Doctors and
ambulances are stationed at
round the circuit together with

are slowed down by the Flag Marshals.
There is always considerable activity

in the paddock (behind theon
pits), and in the starting enclosure, where
cars are marshalled before going out on

to the circuit for a warming-
up lap. The Chief Marshal
is responsible for seeing that
competitors are sent to
line ten minutes before the
start of a race, and that in

International and National
racing-car events only two
mechanics are with the car
on the grid. There the Chief
Starting Area Marshal takes
over and, assisted by Start
Line Marshals, ensures that
the cars take up their

correct grid positions. He
must not allow a race
to un ti 1 he gets

A pit stop for a Ferrari in the 1952
Le Mans 24 Hour Race. In the
background a sign board is being
held out (or another competitor,

due at any moment.
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from the Chief Course of the Timekeepers and at regular intervals"Course —
Marshal. issue race positions and laps completed by

With the cars on the starting grid and all cars. This information, which is usually

the flag about to fall, the official timekeepers

and time-auditors commence operations.

At Goodwood every car is individually

fifteen minutes, is

score boards operated

from Scoreboard Control. These boards,

broadcast every
supplemented bv

timed for each lap, and each timekeeper together with the running commentary

has several cars to look after, assisted by over the loudspeakers, keep the spectators

who record the numbers of the

their passing order every lap.cars in

in the picture with up-to-the-minute

information. Scoreboard Control is sited

so that the Chief

Controller and
his assistants have
a clear view of the

Finish Line. At
Goodwood there

fiveare
scoreboards,
linked by
telephone with
the
con

central
one

The Timekeeper's Box at Goodwood, with two hours to go in one of the Nine Hour
Races there. Photograph by courtesy of the Motor.

showing race
positions for the

1st, 2nd, 3rd and
4th cars, the total

laps completed by
the leading car,

and the number of

laps cars 2, 3 and
4 are lying behind

leader.

key to the
information

wn on the boards is the -scoringTimekeeping is so quick and efficient that

within a few minutes of the winner receiving chart kept by one person in Scoreboard

the chequered flag the results are announced Control. This is a record of the number of

over the loudspeakers—giving times for each car every time it crosses the Finish

the first four cars, the average speed of the Line, and the number of the lap just

winner, and the time and speed of the car completed.

with the fastest lap. Timekeeping in such One of the largest and most impressive

races as the Nine Hour Race winch took scoreboards is at Le Mans where the number

place at Goodwood in 1952 and 1953 is a of laps completed by each of the sixty odd

strenuous and exacting task, with
something like thirty cars passing the

Timekeeper's Box every ninety seconds.

It is the duty of the Chief Timekeeper

to arrange hooter warning signals five

minutes, two minutes and one minute

before the start of a race. As each signal is

given it is broadcast over the circuit

loudspeakers and at the same time a

marshal holds up a board with the number

of minutes to go marked on it for the

information of the drivers on the grid.

The Chief Timekeeper also

Starter for each race, agrees the finishing

cars in the race is shown under its nu
Hundreds of feet long, it towers above the

(Confinu&i on page 306)

RACE POSITIONS
R0. TH.

CAR No. CAR No CAR No. CAR No.

arranges a COMPLETED
LAPS BEHIND LEADER

with the Judges, and then issues

detailed results to the Clerk of the Course,

Announcer, Press Secretary and Scoreboard

Control.

The Time Auditors check all the records
The type of scoreboard used by

Goodwood.
the B.A.RX. at
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TO
Here we rcviet 'books of interest and of use to readers of the M*M. With certain

which will be indicated^ these should be ordered through a bookseller.

'THE LOCOMOTIVES OF R. E. L. MAUNSELL"
By O. S. Nock, B.Sc.

(Edward Everard Ltd. 17/6)

When R. E, L. Maunsell in 1913 took charge of
locomotive matters at Ashford on the former South
Eastern and Chatham
task.

i •

Railway he began an uphill

Increasing traffic was taxing existing motive
power to its limit in almost every class of service,

and because of engineering restrictions it was not
possible to meet demands merely by building bigger
and heavier engines. Apart from the locomotive

sition, re-organisation at Ashford itself became
desirable.
No sooner had these matters been eased somewhat

than in the following year the 1914-18 war broke out,
bringing with it many trials and difficulties- In spite

of all this a forward locomotive policy was evolved
and the foundations of future practice on advanced
lines were laid down in the pioneer Maunsell 2-6-0

ve and the corresponding 2^6-4 tank. The
immediate post-war years had their urgent difficulties

too, yet the Maunsell team at Ashford scored a distinct
success in the re-building and improvement of some
existing 4-4-Os without material increase In their

weight, a necessary condition at the time.
With the formation of the Southern Railway under

the grouping scheme of 1923, Maunsell assumed the
much greater responsibility involved in providing
suitable motive power for what previously had been
three separate railways. How ne coped with the
demands of the times until his retirement in 1937, in

spite of restrictions in almost every direction, makes a
fascinating story that is well told by the author. H
gives no mere recital of the details of successive engine
classes, but tells his readers much of the 'inside
story", with Studies of the personalities concerned in
development of such locomotives as the King Arthurs,
the Lord Nelsons and the remarkably capable 4-4-0
Schools class.

The author recounts a selection of his own personal
experiences with many of the engine classes considered.
Illustrations are plentiful, and in an entertaining
section dealing with re-builds and unfulfilled schemes
there are diagrams of proposed 4-8-0, 4-6-2 and 2-6-2
tender engines that were never

*

44DANCER IN DEEP SPACE* i

By Carey Rockwell (Publicity Products 3/6)

This is more than up-to-the-minute, it is an exciting
yarn of space ship adventure a thousand years hence!
Tom Corbett and his friends Roger Manning and Astro,
three cadets of the Space Academy, U.5.A* are on
an experimental trip in the space ship Polaris to test

out some new equipment, when they and their chief,

Major Conn el, learn of a scheme of two notorious
space freebooters to steal the rich mineral resources
of a satellite of Tara

p
a planet iu a far distant star

system. How they prevent this provides a fine story.

Excellent line drawings illustrate this grand yarn.
iPHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGING"

By David Charles, F.R.P.S. (Uiffe 6/-)

At one time photographic enlarging was regarded
by amateur photographers as a luxury, but today it is

becoming increasingly regarded as a necessity, owing
partly to the growing popularity of compact folding
cameras which take very small pictures. In this book
the process of enlarging is fully explained, all the

and materials needed
described, and helpful advice is given on every aspect
of the subject.
Many easy-to-follow diagrams are included, and

there are also some excellent photographic examples in

half-tone to illustrate what can be done in enlarging
and what should be avoided.

"MEN WHO SHAPED THE FUTURE"
By Egon Larsen (Phcenix House 12/6)

It is always interesting to learn how famous
inventions came about, or how some genius developed
a crude machine or process to a degree of efficiency
that revolutionised an industry. In his new book
Mr. Larsen tells of the outstanding achie%'ements of
1 ! famous men and gives brief biographies of as
many more.
To mention a few of the great men included, there is

Samuel F> B, Morse, inventor of the electric telegraph
and the dot-and-dash signalling code named after
him; Lord Kelvin, whose mirror galvanometer m
it possible to lay a cable across the Atlantic; and
EH Whitney, whose cotton gin provided a mechanical
means of removing from the cotton boll the covering
of cotton fibres that are later spun into yam. The
invention of the typewriter, the discovery of the
vulcanization of rubber and the development of the
Bessemer process of making steel also are described
in dramatic fashion.
Many of these stories have been told before, but

Mr. Larsen brings the tale up to date by telling his
readers about such things as the discovery of penicillin,
the invention of the Sikorsky helicopter, the
development of the Ferguson tractor, and the
achievement of the 3-D him system. These and other

eitingly true stories of invention and discovery
make this a fascinating book that is also well illustrated.

«.SPEEDING INTO SPACE* »

The

By Marie Neuratii (Max Parrish)

growing interest in space travel, with its

prospects of practical achievement within the lifetime
of younger readers of the At M>3 is reflected in the
spate of books on this fascinating subject that have
appeared during the past year or so, several of which
have been reviewed in the A/, A/.

This particular book, like previous ones in this
series, is intended for the young reader and tells its

story by coloured line drawings and brief, simply-
worded text. Typical questions dealt with are: "How
can a spare ship get away from the powerful pull of
the Earth?"; "How can such a ship travel thousands
of miles without using its engines?*'; "How could we

on a spinning space-station, or navigate from the
moving Earth to a moving planet?"
The book is available bound in boards at 6/-, or

bound in cloth at 7/6,

"ABC MILITARY AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION 1954"

ftABC CIVIL AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION I954 p *

By John W. R. Taylor (Ian Allan 2/6 each)

This 1 954 edi tion of A BC Military A ircraft Kecogn ition
is almost entirely a new work. All the data has been
revised and brought up to date, and 97 of the
photographs and 30 per cent, of the silhouettes are new.
The booklet follows the same lines as earlier editions,

and contains half-tone photographs and three-view
silhouettes of just over 60 major types of British,
American and Canadian aircraft, together with brief
specification details and notes on recognition features
of the machines. The aircraft are dealt with
alphabetically according to type.

Illustrations and dimensions of 36 less important
aircraft of the above countries form a second section
at the end of the book.
ABC Civil Aircraft Recognition performs a similai

service in respect of British and foreign civil aircraft
likely to be seen in the United Kingdom, and likewise
has been thoroughly revised, with the result that 46
of the photographs in the main section of the book are
new, as are more than half of the 43 illustrations of
minor types Lliat form the second part of the work.
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Builders
By "Spanner"

Kalin, Freienbach,
Switzerland, whose keenness
for Meccano construction

won him a prize In the

International Model-Building
Competition*

POINTS FROM MY
CORRESPONDENCE
I wonder how many

times, when building a

new model, Meccano
boys have said **If only
I had a curved Angle
Girder/ 1 or
was some
of Strip or "Plate

they wanted at
particular moment
the time it no doubt
seemed that such

would

per it

kind
that
that
At

every
strikes

me
suggestion
Unfortunately,

on

special parts

their difficulties, and probably they

had not Bec-n included

of them write to tell

that each

have solved all

wondered why such parts

in the Meccano system! Many
of their ideas, and I can assure them

careful consideration*
ideas that seem

readily understand
why it is not possible

to adopt all the bright
ideas they think up
and tell me about
from time to time.

But that is no reason
why you should not
send theml Do so

time an idea
you. All

suggestions will be
Welcome and each one
will receive careful
consideration.
One of my correspondents has suggested recently

that a special article on the lubrication of Meccano
Electric Motors would be helpful to model-builders,

dealt with in the instructions leaflet

Michael Collins, Toronto,
Canada, winner of a £5 prise

in the International Contest.

This subject
with

15

the Motors, however, and as it is a

does receive
however, many

promising
reveal

per
s

when

papc
s eno u

shortcomings
we try to put them
into practice in our
model - building
department, and if

these difficulties
cannot be overcome
the suggestions have
to be rejected-

It must be
remembered that two
of the chief featu

of the Meccano
system are its
standardisation
and the great
adaptability
this gives. These
characteristics result

in your being able to

use each Meccano part

for a variety of different

purposes. Many of the new
parts suggested by my coires-

Sondents have to he turned
own because they serve only a

single purpose, and they cannot

therefore be Included in a system of

which the keynote is adaptability.

Other suggestions I receive are not

practical from a manufacturing point

of view, although the parts themselves

might well prove us* Jul in the system. By
far the greater number of ideas sent to me have to be

rejected, however, because there are already parts

in the Meccano range that provide satisfactory

substitutes. For example, several readers have

ested that a 2J* dia. Flanged Wheel would be

No doubt it would, but 1 do not think that

packed
comparatively simple job, I do not think a special article

is really required. Many model-builders seem to be
puzzled over the
choice of a suitable

Fig, 1. A compact model
printing machine that was
built by Menghi Fabrizio
di Tullio, Rome. It is

constructed mainly
from Meccano
parts and
carries out all

the usual
motions.

commutator and brushes
its

Should

grade of oil and the
frequence with which
lubrication is
necess*iry , howeverf

and I hope the
following notes on
the subject will be
of some help to these
readers.

The only parts of

Meccano Electric
Motors that need
lubricating are the
bearings for the
armature shafts, and
any good quality
light machine oil can
be used for this

purpose. Cycle or
sewing machine oil

is quite satisfactory,

but it should be
applied sparingly.
The bearings require
only a thin him of
oil, and if too much
is applied the surplus
will be flung off

n the Motor is

set La motion and
a danger
may find

*to t he
it will

in

re is

that it

way on
it do so

cause sparking and reduce the efficiency of the Motor.
Any surplus oil therefore should be wiped off straight

sug
useful

awav with a clean soft rag.

The E20R Motor armature shaft ia

many boys would be prepared to buy such a Wheel
when they can quite easily make a very serviceable

substitute bv bo] tine a Wheel Flasubstitute by bolting a Wheel flange (Part No. 137)

to a Face Plate (Part No. 109). Each of these parts

has a great many other uses also, so that it would

be a waste of material to manufacture a special

that would be very limited in its uses,

that readers will more
Flanged Wheel

I mention these matters so

runs in plain

metal bearings, and one or two drops of oil should
be applied to each bearing at least each half hour
the Motor is in use. The bearings of the E020 Motor
however, are provided with oil pads, and oil should
be applied to these drop by drop until the pads are

saturated. The use of oil pads reduces the need
for frequent oiling, and it is necessary only when
the pads are seen to be rather dry. It is a good plan
to examine them at regular intervals*

*
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Fig.

and
2. A simple dutch
gear-box suitable for

a model chassis.

nuts in

Crank
the Double Ann

between

A CLUTCH AND GEAR-BOX FOR A CAR
The frk tion clutch and the two-speed and reverse

gear-Tx>x shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are designed spc ially

for use in small model vehicles driven by an 112C*R

Electric Motor, and as a matter of fact they are
used in the car featured as this month's new model,
which is described on pages 294-5 of this issue.

The chassis side members are spaced 2 J* apart
and an E20R Electric Motor is mounted on its side
between them. A 4* Pinion fixed on the Motor shaft
drives a 57- tooth Gear on a 2m Rod that is mounted

A Collar is usedvertically in its side-plates.

this Rcxf in position, and the Rod carries a 1

to hold
Pulley I

fitted with a Rubber Ring.
The gear-box housing is formed from two 2l'xJ

Double Angle Strips 2 bolted to two further 2J"x
Double Angle Strips as shown. A 1|* Strip 3 is

attached to each Double Angle Strip 2 by means
of two Fishplates.
The input shaft is a 2±* Rod and it is fitted with

a Collar, a |* Pinion 4 and a f* Pinion 5. The Rod
projects about ±* into a j*

Pinion « on the output shaft,

which is a H* Rod and

engages between a
Washer placed next to the
Pinion 9 and the Collar 10
on the layshiifL When
the lever is moved to the
rear the Pinion 9 engages
Pinions 5 and 6 to provide
top gear. Movement of
the lever in a slightly
forward direction engages
Pinions 4 and S, and 9
and 6, to give bottom
gear. When the lever is

moved as far forward as
possible Pinions 4 and 8
and Pinions 9, 11 and 7
are in mesh, and these
give the reverse drive.

The driven member of
the clutch is a Bush Wheel,
to the boss of which two
Fishplates 13 are bolted.
Three Washers are place-

1

on each bolt. The slotted
holes of the Fishplates

slide over bolts in a Collar 14 fixed on the gear-box
input shaft, and a Compression Spring is placed on
the shaft between this Collar and the Bush Wheel.
The Bush Wheel must slide freely on the shaft. One
of the Double Angle Strips 2 is bolted by its lugs
to the chassis* and the other Double Angle Strip 2
is connected to the chassis by Angle Brackets. It is

necessary to adjust the position of Collar 14 so that
the Bush Wheel is pressed against the Rubber Ring
on the Pulley L
The clutch release pedal is a 2* Rod that is passed

through a Fishplate 15 and is held in a Rod and
Strip Connector lock-nutted to a Double Arm Crank
16. This is fixed on a 3* Rod supported in 1* Triangular
Plates bolted to the chassis, but is spaced from the
side of the chassis by six Washers. Two Pawls with
bosses, 17f are fixed on the 3* Rod so that their ends
bear against the face of the Bush Wheel. When
the clutch pedal is depress- 1 the Pawls force the
Hush Wheel away from the Rubber Ring and so
disengage the clutch. Care must be taken to prevent
the friction surfaces from becoming oily.

is a 1
1*

carries also a j* Pinion 7.

The layshaft is a 3* Rod
fitted with a J* Pinion 8

f
a

|* Pinion 9 and a Collar 10.

The i* reverse Pinion 1 1 is

free to t urn
between a
Coupling 12.

is attached
frame on a

of the

on a I J* Rod
Collar and a
This Coupling

tightly to the
bolt that fixes

3 toStrips a

change
held in a

one
Fishplate.
The gear

a I* Rod
and Strip Connector
is bolted to a Double
Crank, The Double
Crank pivots on a
nutted | Bolt passed through
the side of the
and a f* Bolt held by two

lever is

Rod
that
Arm
Arm
lock*

Fig. 3. Another view of the
clutch and gear-box seen

from the underside.
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off Track
By

u
Spanner

rr

Fine Architectural Mode

N the articles under the
"Off the Beaten Track" that have

MM. timeappeared in

time, I have illustrated and
outstanding models of the more unusual
types, with object of encouraging
model-builders generally to experiment
with these common subjects

This month I wish to tell

you about a fine architectural

model that was
time ago
bv E. D.
Clem-
ents,
E m s -

worth

,

Hants,

Careful study of the illustration will

reveal several novel uses for Meccano
think two

Instances are worthy of special mention.

These are the use of a Steering Wheel
rmand Windmill

embellishment purposes on
the body of the church and the tower.

many other architectural

subjects that can be
reproduced
great realism. They include

A
Whippin

a n d
which

fine model
ham Church,

I.O.W., built by E. D.
Clements, Emsworth,
Hants. It provides
a good example of
the adaptability of
Meccano for modelling
architectural subjects.

monuments

won for

him a
prize in a

no
C o m -

petition.

It is £
re pro -

duction
of Whip-

am
Church
in the
Isle of
Wight,
which was

Meccano with

bridges,
village crosses, inns

and houses of

all kinds. Some
of them do not
need a very
large assort-
in e n t or
quantity of

parts for
their
construc-
t i o n
b u t

large

others
are o
suitable
for those
in o d e 1

-

builderswho
possess
Outfits.

The main requirements in

often visited by Queen Victoria when area plentiful supply of Plates both Flexible

she was in residence" at Osborne House. and Perforated, Girders and Strips. Most of

The model, which is shown on this page,

is a splendid demonstration of the
the other parts necessary are mainly
required for decorative purposes and there

adaptability of Meccano parts for building are a great variety of parts that can be

models of a non-engineering nature, and
it is one of the most attractive architectural

models that I have seen. The effectiveness

of its appearance and the air of reality that

it possesses, are due very largely to 'the here will stir up enthusiasm among
care that has been taken in determining the to have a go at this kind of model-building

used such as Curved Strips, Flat Trunnions,
Windmill Sails and Corner Gussets,

It is my hope that the few particulars of

Clements' fine model that I have given
ers

proportions of the various sections of the as a change from the usual run of cranes,

building, and to the choice of parts used vehicles and other subjects of engineering

to build up and embellish the structure. nature. A great deal of fun and pleasure

The model is built up from six main can be obtained from making an occasional

sections, which comprise the central tower, "break-away" of this kind, and I hope

central spire and the four wings. These that those readers who decide to try

were built up on their own frameworks, their hand will send me photographs

plated in, and then bolted together. and details of their models in due course.
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w
Simplicity mg

Big Prizes for Small Mod

Contest

N engineer's true merit is best shown
when he is endeavouring to construct

a mechanism with a minimum of material,

or with parts that are not most suited to

the purpose. Similarly the inventive genius
of a Meccano boy will be more readily

brought out when he is "up against it",

that is, when he has not every desired part

at hand with which to construct his model.
On the other hand, even the best model-

builders often err on the side of using too
many parts, where fewer and simpler parts

would fulfil the required functions efficiently,

and to give the average Meccano boy an
opportunity of making good use of his

inventive ability, and to prove that he

A simplicity
Rubber Ring

lu^-boat. Note the novel use for a 1"

in forming the bumper at the bows of
the boat.

1 as Gear "Whirls, Couplings,
this, we are organising this etc., that are not to be found in the smaller

special "Simplicity" contest, which was Outfits. The competitor who submits the
first announced last month.
You should not think that in

s Contest you are restricted

specified number of parts. You

smallest model will not necessarily obtain
the First Prize.

It is possible, of course, to bolt together
two or three Strips and a few Pulleys, and
call the finished model a car or an aeroplane,
but such a model would have little chance
of obtaining a prize! You should first choose
a suitable subject and then try to model it

with the smallest number of Meccano

A novelty that would stand a good chance of a Prize
in a Simplicity Competition of the kind announced
on this page. This scooter rider is the work of

Rodney Matthews, Sutton Coldficld.

parts consistent with a realistic effect. Two
examples of simplicity models of this kind
that have won prizes in previous contests
are shown on this page.
When you have completed your model

you should obtain either a photograph or a
drawing of it. You should then
your age, name and address on the

back of the illustration and send it to
"Simplicity Model-Building Contest,
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13",

The actual model must not be sent.

The Competition will be divided into two
Sections: A, for readers under 14 years of

age, and B, for readers over 1 4 years of age.

The closing date is 31st July next.
The Prizes to be awarded in each

Section of the Competition are as follows.

First, Cheque for ^3/3/-. Second, Cheque
for £2/2/ Third, Cheque for £1/1/

any number or variety of parts that you There will be also Ten Prizes eai.lt of 10/
wish, but the prizes will be awarded to those and Ten Prizes each of 5/

Your photographs cr drawings, if

unsuccessful, will be returned to
boys who succeed in constructing the most
ingenious models with the smallest numbers
of parts. Neither should you think that provided that a stamped addressed
this Contest is for the owner of a small envelope of the necessary size is enclosed.
Outfit only, as it is possible to employ in It should be noted however that
the construction of simple models and photographs of prize-winning models
mechanisms many Meccano accessories become the property of Meccano Ltd.
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. This fine open car
is fitted with working steering

mechanism, a simple clutch of unusual
design and a two speed and reverse gear-box

New
Open Car

AKS are always popular with Meccano boys, and
I am sure that the sporty open model shown in

Fig. I will prove an attractive subject for model-
builders who possess the parts and an E20R Motor
required for its construction.
Each side of the chassis consists of two 12 J* Strips

overlapped 16 holes, and these are connected at the
front and at the rear bv 21* x J* Double Angle
Strips 1 and 2. An E20R Electric Motor is bolted
to one side of the chassis as shown in Fig. 3, and
it is connected to the other side by an Angle Bracket.
The dutch and gear-box used in this model are

assembled as described in the "Among the Model-
Builders*

9 pages of this issue, and the gear-box is

bolted in position in the chassis as shown.
A Universal Coupling is tilted to the gear-box

output shaft and to a 3|* Rod that carries a $*

Pinion 3. The Rod is free to turn in a Coupling i,

which is mounted on the rear axle between a Collar

and a U* Conirate 5. The rear axle is assembled

riicrht

A

from a 3f* and a 2* Rod joined by a Coupling, and
is held in place in the chassis by this Coupling and
by a Collar,
The front axle is made by bolting a 4

J* Strip 6
to a 2j* x |* Double Angle Strip fixed across the
chassis. A 1* Reversed Angle Bracket is fixed at
each end of the Strip « by a bolt 7. A Threaded Pin
is passed through the top lui* of each Reversed Angle
Bracket and is fixed in a Coupling, and a 1* Rod
is passed through an end hole of the Strip 6 and
is also fixed in the Coupling. Each front wheel is

free to turn on a 1 £* Rod held in the centre transverse
hole of the Coupling. The wheel is placed with its

boss outward, and is spaced from the Coupling by
three Washers, One of the 1* Rods carries a Crank 8
and -the other is fitted with a Bell Crank 9, The
ends of these parts are connected by two 3* Strips

10 overlapped four holes and pivoted at each end
on a lock-nutted bolt.

A 1 k* Contrate 11 is fixed by its grub screw on
%" Bolt passed through an Angle Bracket, but

by
in
of
a
at

a
the Contrate is spaced from the Angle Bracket
a Washer, The Angle Bracket is bolted tightly

the second hole from the front of the side-plate
the E20R Electric Motor, the bolt fixing al

second Angle Bracket facing to the rear
angles to the first

is bolted
Bracket,
to the.

Fig. 2. A close - up
of the stee/ing
mechanism and the
Motor unit of the

model

Angle
Fishplate is bolted tightly
Contrate, and to it is Iock*nutted an

Angle Bracket 12, Fig, 2. A
Fishplate is lock-nutted to this

Angle Bracket and is lock-nutted
also to an arm of the Bell Crank 9.

A I* Bolt 13, fitted with three

is fixed by a nut in

the Double Angle Strip 1, and
two 1|

# Bolts 14 are held by
nuts in the Double Angle Strip 2.

Each side of the body is

assembled on a strip

from a 12j* and a
overlapped four holes,

consists of a 2Kx2J*
Plate 16, two 4i*x2i*
Plates 17 overlapped lengthways
four holes, and four 2J*xlf*
Flexible Plates 18 arranged as
shown in Fig. 4. The

15, made
2 J* Strip
The side

f Flexible
Flexible

, '
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3, An underneath
of theview

showing the
chassis,

of the clutch and gear-box

wheel arch is formed by two S* Stepped Curved
Strips bolted at their upper ends to a curved 51* x 1

1*

Flexible Plate J 9- Each door consists of two 2
J* x 2j*

Flexible Plates overlapped two holes and supported
by two Hinges,
The sides are connected at the tail by a 51* x 2$

Flexible Plate edged at the front by a 54* Strip and
bolted to the top edges of the Plates 17. Two curved
4|*x2J* Flexible Plates are fixed to three of the
Plates 18 on each side as shown in Fig. 4. Two
Formed Slotted Strips on each side are bolted to
the ends of the strips 15 and are connected by two
31* Strips 20, which are joined together by Fishplates.
The radiator grille is formed from two 1 ft* radius

Curved Plates 21 connected together by two 2l*x ll*
Flexible Plates. A 41* Strip and two 21* Strips are
bolted to the front t and the headlamps, which are
represented by 1* loose Pulleys, are fixed to the
ends of the 4|* Strip. A 31* Angle Girder extended
at each side by a 2

J* Stepped Curved Strip, is bolted
to the lower edg^ of the grille. The front bumper 22,

from two 5
J* Strips overlapped 10 holes. These strips

are connected to the sides by Angle Brackets held by
bolts 26 on each side. Three 2* Strips are bolted

Plate, and a 3j

X 21* Flexibl

to the centre
4

made fr

a 1 1 ached
Brackets*
The to

Flexible

in two 54
to the 3|

S t rips
Angle

curved at their ends, is

Girder by two Angle

of the bonnet consists of three
in

4**x2J*
lates 23 arranged as shown in Fig. 4. It

is connected to the upper edge of the radiator grille

by two Angle Brackets, and is edged at the rear by
two Formed Slotted Strips joined at the centre by
a 14* Strip* A Formed Slotted Strip 24 Is fixed
to each of the Plates 19 and a 21* Curved Strip
25 is attached to it by an Angle Bracket.
The windscreen on each side consists *1Q

of a 24* Strip, and a 11* Strip attached LO
by an Obtuse Angle Bracket. The

ends of these Strips
connected bv Angle Brackets
and

between the rear three holes of each 4

Strip 27 is attache
one of the three Strips. Two 11* Strips 28, Fig
are bolted in place to leave a gap to accommodate
the gear-lever. A 34* Strip 29 is attached to one
side of the floor by Fishplates.

The footboard 30 consists of two 54* Strips

overlapped 10 holes, with two 21* Strips attached to

them by Fishplates. It is connected to the sides of
the body by Angle Brackets. The dashboard is

formed by a 21* Curved Strip and a 21* Strip on
each side, The Curved Strips are joined at the centre
by a 1

4* Strip, and the 24* Strips are connected by
a I i.hplate. The dashboard is attached to the centre
of the rear edge of the bonnet and to the sides of the

by Angle Brackets,
Each front seat is formed by a Girder Bracket fitted

with two Flat Trunnions, and is supported by a 1*

Reversed Angle Bracket. The back of the rear seat

is made from two Semi -Circular Plates and a 21* x 11*

Flexible Plate bolted to a 51* Strip 31, It is connected
by Angle Brackets to the seat cushion, which is a

51'xir Flexible Plate. The front edge of the seat

is made from two 51* Strips joined by Fishplates

and attached to the seat cushion by Angle Brackets,
The rear seat is bolted {Continued on page 306)

by Angle
two 3*support

overlapped four holes. A
Stepped Curved Strip is

bolted to Angle
Brackets filed to the
3* Strips,

The floor is formed
by a 41* X 21* Flexible
Plate on each side
bolted at their ends
to two built-up strips,

each of which is made

Strips
4*

Fig* 4. The car body
removed from the
chassis. This view
shows the arrangement
of the Plates that form

the taU-
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RAILWAY
COMPANY
By the Secretary

Fun wiith

Hornby Layout
sidings had to be laid out with

of a really extensive Gauge layout curves for the most part, instead of with
OWADAYS one does not often hear

because the
requ ire is

space that such systems
difficult to find. There are

straight rails.

In planning the line considerations

plenty of small layouts in Gauge 0, for I had to be borne in mind. The railway was
think many of us begin our railwaying in laid on the floor and space inside the track

to be left for one or other of thethe simplest possible way with a Hornby
Clockwork Train Set. Hornby Gauge operators to work in, as well as to allow
Trains in fact are extremely popular, and the yard, and a main road
you will recall the interesting developments crossing between this and an aerodrome.

the range that I

mentioned last month. So
I am particularly glad now
to be able to talk

about the fine

Clockwork railway shown
in the illustrations on these

two pages.
The system was

of the
Mr,

Above i& a general view
Hornby layout developed by
H. J. Holt The Station premises
and the Goods Platform are
conveniently near to one another
and form a recognisable unit, as

in actual practice.

This was done fairly easily,

and the illustration on this

page shows that there was
of room in which

to work.
Continuous main lines

were laid so that up and
down trains could run
without interfering with

developed by Mr. H. Holt, primarily one another. You will notice that the
for the use of his boys, and it is interesting diagram shows a connection goes

to find

when
the railway actus began direct from the outer track to the inside

Holt were living in line leading to the goods yard. The manner
Damascus. The diagram on the opposite of leading this across the inner main line

page represents the full development of affords an interesting instance of the use

the system as planned, but this particular of the Hornby Acute-Angle Crossing.

state of things was not quite This connection became specially useful

The svstem as used, parts of which appear for an operating move that was developed
in the other illustrations, incorporated
the same basic ideas, however, although

after a little I n addition toexperience,
the trains on the main lines that I have

the shape of the layout as a whole was already mentioned, there would be a third

slightly different from that shown in the one working in the yard. This could be
am. One difference was that the brought to a "halt" or small station
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situated on the loop inside the inner main running of the trains did not form the
line. It would then begin a further journey only attraction afforded by the system,
from there over either the inner main although no doubt it was the greatest one.
track or the outer one as required. To The railway services were well backed up
allow this to be done, of course, the train bv road activities. For of course,

on the track selected

* *

would have
to be brought
inside'*,

either by
means of the
Acute-Angle

Dinky Toys were used, I have already

A view
oods

of
yard
with

the
and
thecpot

Kassengcr station

eyond. Good use
is made of Dinky
Toys for road

services*

C r o s s i n g
connection
referred to, or

f

the

t S

forming a
crossover on the opposite side of the layout. mentioned the roadway running across

A layout of this kind lends itself to a the operating space. No special surface

great deal of enjoyable running, and the could be provided for this because, as the

extent of the track provided plenty of illustrations show, the layout was arranged
space for the Clockwork engine to show up direct on the lino-covered floor. Some of

to advantage This you may think that linoleum does not form
to a specially capable Ml locomotive, which a realistic base for a ra llway. But after all,

developed a strong liking for the 2 ft. there is much that you can do
radius curves used on the system and the about it except be thankful that the floor

long
engines

stretches of track. Other is available, and that permission has been
use included two 101

and each of the engines took its turn on
granted for its use!

However, let us get back to the roadway.
passenger and freight workings as required. This was marked out by the use of building

As with many railways, the blocks, the sort youngsters have
rwhich form quite effective boundary

walls, and these same blocks also

fenced in the station
beauty of these things

The
their

Mr. Holt.

position and arrangement can easily

be altered to suit circumstances, or to

carry out the new ideas that always
strike the keen enthusiast.

You will notice from both of the
pictures that the goods vard was well

provided for in the matter of crane
wear, the hand crane mounted on

Goods Platform being
supplemented by the effective Goods
Yard Crane, No. 752, that became
available some time ago. With such
equipment the transfer of loads of all

kinds from road to rail and vice-versa
is readily carried out. A Container, for

instance, is in course of transfer in

the upper picture on this page.
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\\

Building Up
//

Railway

WE all know that it is great fun to create One very good reason for

develop a layout, and most Hornby interest in road matters in the Hornby
Dublo owners have some ideas on the way Dublo system is the neat and attractive

in which they intend to build up the track Level Crossing introduced last

part of their railways so that the working This is for single-track railways and it can
of them becomes more realistic and be used very effectively at or near a station

attractive. Layout development in itself if convenient, or simply "out in the

is an interesting aspect of miniature railway country.
activity and it is probably correct to say An attractive Level Crossing scene is

that no good railway stays in exactly the shown in the illustration on this page,

same state for very long. There is always where the presence of a Signal Cabin shows
some addition to make, or some change to that the Level Crossing is placed near to a

be carried out, as the result of experience Station. The engine in the picture is

in running. backing its train off the running line

into a loop, which
you will notice

finished

a
off

over-run
or spur ending ai
Buffer Stops.
The loop here
gives access to

The gates of the Horoby-
Dublo Level Crossing are closed across

the roadway as the Tank Locomotive backs
Its train from the main line into the loop*

s that are

not shown in the
picture.

A station set-up

of this kind
provides plenty of

opport unity
for the attractive

placing of
buildings and
accessories, and
for a great deal of

realistic play with
either rail or
road traffic. The
Signal Cabin is

necessary for the
-

While track layout development is control of train and road movement; but
important, what we may term the "building

up of the railway is important too hi
looking at it purely from the appearance
point of view, think how empty the scene

this side of railway development there is a would look without itl

lot of interest and the arrangement of the
various items that go with the track, such stations

We have said previously how necessary
and of course every Hornby-

as stations, buildings and so on, can be Dublo owner endeavours to add at least

tackled with same enthusiasm that one Station to his elementary layout as soon
as possible. As the system grows up, and

might term ;i

own, stations and other

we give to layout problems.
Stations of course are essential items and

on various occasions we have spoken about character
their use and arrangements. The presence traffic premises are improved in layout or

of a station implies the presence of a road, perhaps given some more definite purpose
and this brings us to a subject that is in the system.
being given more and more attention by It is not always possible to give as much
Hornby-Dublo owners. A certain amount space to station layouts as one would like,

of road traffic must be visible in the and modifications of what one may term
neighbourhood of a station, and Dinky the standard scheme have to be introduced.

Toys as a rule are used successfully to As an instance, the upper illustration
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A branch line platform
enter the

where
Station

The
passengers can
by means of the end ramp
miniature figures make this scene

and they justify the arrival

of the train.

live,
it

on this page shows part of a
station that is actually a
branch terminus, with the
rear of its building situated
close to the edge of the
baseboard. This being so, no proper
station approach or road effects can be
carried out in the usual manner. Hence
the scheme of things is altered somewhat

the station becomes one of those
where passengers make their way on to

the platform up the end This
situation is found now and again in actual

and its incorporation in

miniature makes a pleasing and useful goods side of things, there is practically

variation from the normal station scheme. no end to the variety that can be
The arrangements for dealing with incorporated in a yard layout. The arrival

traffic are of ver Points
connect the platform arrival track with the

track clear of the main running line

fans out into a series of sidings.

road and part of one set of these Something more elaborate is shown in

Points can just be seen to the right of the our third illustration, for here the various
coach roof shown in our picture. When the roads run into a miniature depot with
arriving passengers have left the loading "banks" for both rail and
the engine pushes the Coaches clear of the vehicles. A lot can he done in this direction
Points and by means of an Uncoupling on a miniature railway, and it will be
Rail strategica 1 1y placed it becomes noticed that the premises generally are
detached from the train. Back comes the backed on the far side by a wall, of the
engine again towards the Buffer Stops type of construction that has been described
on its line. The latter are out of the picture several times in

because there is a fair length of trac

k

pages. Either
cardboard or wood can be used for this

them and the Points in case a type of work, and the same applies to
tender engine should happen to arrive and e construction of the loading banks
require to run off from the train and back themselves. No special detail is required
out along the next road. Not many for the latter. Such items look most realistic

do this as a rul< but the possibility when serving depot tracks and yard in this

should be allowed for. way, and provide an ideal setting for Dinky
from the passenger to the Toys goods vehicles using the depot.

The goods piaiiorms
>snj yard are enclosed
by
The latter

miniature walls.

represent
stone construction, but
like the platform they
are actually matte of

wooITI 1
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The

Hour-Glass

o

An rew Be rens

HE layout shown
in the diagram on

this page provides an
interesting variation
from the popular

ous oval. Its

distinctive outline
fO 1 1o vv s \v 1 1 a t be
described as the

Andrew Behrens busy with his Homby-Dublo layout, watching his Duchess
of Atholl leaving the main line for the avoiding loop.

"hour-glass" or double- bulb shape. To a tracks lies beyond the platform,

certain extent this has been influenced by There is, as well, an avoiding line or loop
peculiarities of the site on which the railway that encloses the site of the engine
is laid. It provides a useful alternative route, or

Here we have a line that is literally it can form a iiseful refuge for a train

in the roof of a house, a situation that or locomotive that is to be overtaken by
allows plenty of length, but not a great another train

deal of width, owing to the presence of the
sloping roof Actually a greater width of

The main basis of the system has been a
standard Hornby-Dublo Passenger Train

track could have been laid down. nearly Set and a Goods Train Set. mg
half of it would have been situated right arrangements allow of interesting traffic

under the lower slope of the roof. This working, and the leads from the various

would have been awkward from several sections have been connected up to Isolating

points of

resulted
view

.

in easier
The plan adopted has Switches since the photograph above was

. Until this was done switchininstallation and
maintenance, while it is possible for the given sec

operator, Andrew Behrens, whom you see

in the illustration above, to make his

in of a
was carried out in the

simplest way possible, but not one that
recommended—can be bv joining or

way to the inner side of the track whenever disconnecting the appropriate

he wants to For the purpose of the picture the hedge
The narrowing-in of the centre section of shown in the foreground was provided in an

the layout connecting the two circular interesting manner, Sprigs of parsley were
ends has the advantage that it gives the threaded through the holes in a
appearance of a double track length and is

thus more realistic than a long straight

track would be. Thestretch of single

actual spacing of the two tracks has made it

This looked quite convincing for a
while, as it does in the photograph—but the
hedge soon wilted and had to be removed!

All told, Andrew has quite a good
for station platform to be railway that him endless fun. He

accommodated between them. In addition, the M.M. with keen interest

a siding connected to each of the running although he cannot yet read it.

Diagram of the layout, showing its "hour-glass" shape.
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Branch News

WITH THE SECRETARY
SUMMER FUN AND WINTER MODEL-BUILDING

D

HOLLAND
NlJMEGEN

two davs.

MX.—The recent
was a great success.

VIS!

hiring these Summer months cycling runs, rambles,

ts to nearby holiday resorts and other places of

interest figure largely in the Club programme, Members
should alwavs bear in mind the model-building
activities that will come back into their own in the
Aii'innn, and 1*8 evrr nn Kbfl IUtI U*t anything that

would make a good subject for a Meccano model.
When they come across anything tli.it they consider

suitable, they should make a few notes about it and if

possible some rough sketches—no good rambler or

Exhibition, held on
The splendid variety

of models on display included a robot built by a I4-yr.
old boy, a fairground, transporter bridge and a dredger!
A model train and tramway demonstrated
van Brienen

by
was a great attraction. Secretary:

J, Geurts, Hatertseweg 241, Nijmegen, Holland.

BRANCH NEWS
Newport

School.—
excursionist ever goes about without a notebook and
pencil in his pocket! He should send his suggestion

and sketches to the Leader,
end of thethat at the

Summer Idras received from
members in this way can be
considered collectively,
perhaps at a special Model-
rlanning meeting, and if

found practicable,
incorporated in the
programme for next Winter.

Model-building schemes of

this kind have a double
interest, and are just the

thing for encouraging
originality. And their
beginnings do not interfere

with the enjoyment of
Summer outings.

MECCANO CLUB
RECENTLY AFFILIATED

Launciston
Mr, B,

M.C,
Tunbridge, Kensey

Veau, Launceston, Cornwall.

CLUB NOTES
Leadoate and District

\LC,—An excellent new Club
room has been acquired,
around the walls of which
members have been busy
making and fixing in
position an 18 in. wide bench
on which a large Hornby
layout, already designed, will

be put down. Meccano model-
building has not been
neglected, and some
interesting models have been

Club roll: 10.

(I.O.WJ Church of Englakd Boys 1

This recently incorporated Branch is making
excellent progress. Enthusiasm is keen and meetings
are well attended. On Track Nights members are

divided into two groups, one
carrying out signal operations
and the other having talks
on electrical devices
concerned with railway
working. Plans are in hand
for visits to places of interest.
Secretary: G« Donne

f Newport
CE. Boys* School, West
Street, Newport, LO.W.
Waterloo (Dublin) —

Steady progress continues to
be made and Electrically
Operated Points are

superseding the
and-worked type. A

recent quarterly check of
equipment showed that
motive power on the Branch
layout consists of
locomotives
miniature
traffic

a n i 1

Oil

the

John A. Kirby is Secretary' of the Kentish Town
(London) Branch No. 548. Chairman, Mr. A.
Edwards. This very progressive Branch was
incorporated with the H.R.C in November last

It carries out an attractive

completed.
Secretary: J, N nnan Barron,
4 Garden Place, Leadgate,
Cbn&ett, Ox Durham,
Smithfjeld (Aberdeen)

M.C.—A recent Parents' Night was a great success,

and models built for the occasion wore greatly admired
by the visitors* The Club have been asked to build a

Meccano model for the Aberdeen Youth
Handicrafts Exhibition, and after discussion the
members decided that it should be a model of a Dutch
Windmill. Club roll: 15* trader and Secretary: Mr. G.
Hart

f
16 Lint mill Terrace, Abe

Collegia hs (Cork) MX-— Preparations for an
Exhibition have been the main activity* The Exhibition
will include an excellent Dinky Toys display, as last

year. Club roll: 2ft. Secretary: F, O'Flynn, "The
Gables/ 1

St. Patricks HilL Cork, Eire.

Ifranch
year.
of railway operations on a
is continually being developed, a
ensures the interest of members

maintained.

programme
layout that
policy that
being well

six
si x

railcars. Freight
Is heavy, hence the

stock of 39 wagons and It
lorries for associated road
motor services. The
occasion a 1 workbig of
Tank Wagons over
system calls for slight lv
revised operating
arrangements, These were
set out recently in a special
notice that is typical of many
prepared for the guidance of
operators. Secretary: S. J.
Carse, 38 Oakley Road,
Rantlagh, Dublin, Eire.
Aviahv (Leeds) — More

members have been enrolled
and there is now a waiting
list. The Branch is now
comfortably settled in new
quarters. Funds for the
pure base of equipment for a
new Hornby-Dublo layout are

being accumulated* and model-making In connection
with this layout is in hand, Mr* Myers, the Chairman,
ave a most interesting talk on Life Aboard a Sailin
hip, during which the younger members were tfarilk

to bear of his experiences when
t as a young man, he

served for several years "before the mast". Secretary:
L. Blakey, 21 Arley Street, Armley

f Leeds 12.
HlNDHEAD AND DISTRICT—The CODStTUCtiOQ Of a

footbridge kept members busy at a recent meeting, and
on another occasion an interesting discussion was held
on new Hornby-Dublo products and MO layout designing,
New members will be welcomed. Secretary: B. L Hinde,
"HUulbMd Brae," Hindhead, Surrey.
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>o you want really FI RST-CLASS Approvals? Then try our Bargain Discount Approvals. Only picked stam

lduded, witfi V" ok of sets as well. They're post free one way, too. Br, Cols, or B.C. and Foreign Mixed availab

Wants" lists of single stamps (not Countries) welcomed. Send with confidence. You won't be pestered to t

THE BIRKDALE STAMP
Live Rd., Southport, La

TO ALL
COLLECTORS

4 NEW QUEEN STAMPS
including GRENADA

Send 2iri. postage.

BARGAIN 50 CHINA - - H3
CO.D. extra.

G. P. KEEF

25 MONAC0 1/6

50 JAPAN 1/3

25 EGYPT - 1/3

100 B. Cots. 2/-

200 B. Cots, 4/6

500 All diff. 5/6

W1LLINGDON

50 SPAIN - 1/-

50 RUSSIA - 2/3

25 PERSIA - 1/6

100 F. Cols. 3/-

25 Vatican - 3/-

1000 All diff. 10/-

EASTBOURNE

SEYCHELLES
NEW ISSUES

QUEEN ELIZABETH II ISSUES SHOWING
•

SAIL-FISH AND GIANT TORTOISE.
50%just ask to see my

containing many Q.E. II stamps
DISCOUNT APPROVALS

Postage appreciated.

M. THEOBALD (MAA40)
6 DELL CORNER, WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX

FREE
Thi* fine bi-col. stamp will be Riven free to all

eenutne applicants for our famous ONE PENNY
APPROVAL BOOKLETS of BRIT COLONIALS.
These Booklets abound with JUBILEES, PEACE,
CORONATIONS, SILVER WEDDINGS and U.P.U.

as well as the latest Q.E. II sumps. Best value in

the world. N.B.-Enclose 2Jd. stamp for Postage.

S. FENLEY LTD.. 250 Charmlnster Rd., Bournemouth

MYSTERY EXCHANGE PACKETS!
Exchange your "twicers" FREE from our guaranteed

unsorted Free Exchange Packets which have circulated

the World over. Different, profitable and interesting

without payment. Details with 5 different GOLD
COAST also FREE with APPROVALS. ENCLOSE
POSTAGE.Dealerssupplied.OverseasAgentsWanted.

ASTLEY & CO. (MJ
103 CADAAAN CRESCENT. WOLVERHAMPTON

Posta Business
(NO CALLERS

MAMMOTH MYSTERY PARCEL FREE, containing

Triangular, Coronation, Larflo Rainier, Geo. VI Pictorials, etc, etc.

(HOURSOF FUN SORTING). Write now. requesting discount appro-

vals. Postage appreciated. Only genuine applicants need apply.

RINTON STAMP CO.
14 SUNNINGDALE DRIVE. BOSTON, LINCOLNSHIRE

JUNE STAMP BARGAINS for M.M. readers.

ONE MONTH ONLY. All mixed selections at approx.
half price PLUS usual discount and good quality

DON'T HESITATE - send ZJd. stamp NOW to:

MERTON STAMP APPROVAL SERVICE (M4|
24 DANE ROAD, MERTON, LONDON S.W19

THREE COMPLETE SETS FREE!
Davmar's latest Free Offer is made to everyone

applying for our approvals. Write to-day,

enclosing 2|d. postage, and stating age to:-

THE DAVMAR STAMP CO. (Dept. MM)

88 Margaret Rd. f
East Barnet, Herts.

7/61,000 STAMPS
NO GREAT BRITAIN

lOd.
ALL DIFFERENT.

500, 3/6. 250, 1/9. 100,

Br. Empire: 100. 1/8; 200, 3/6; 300, 7/3; 500, 15/0; 1000,

45/-. Triangulars: 10, 1 6; 25, 4- 6; 50, 10/-; 100, 30/-;

Rlv. Engines: 15, 1/6; 25, 2/6; 50, 5 6, Maps: 10, 1/6;
25," 2 9. Ships; 10, 1/3; 25, 2/6. Postage 2Jd. extra.

All current British Colonial mint stamps in stock,

including Coronation stamps and all new Elizabethan

issues. Lists <<n request.

$. TATLOW & SONS, ECKINGTON, SHEFFIELD
'

STAMP OUTFIT FREE
Watermark Detector, Perforation Gauge, transparent

envelopes and TEN pictorials incl. Coronation, Triangular,

Alfghanittan. Send 3d. postage, ask for approvals,

BOSTON (J.), 106 St, Dunstan'a Road, London W^6.

'- K.C.VI COLD COAST FREE
THIS OBSOLETE STAMP IS FREE TO ALL ENCLOSING 2|d.

STAMP FOR OUR BARGAIN COLONIAL APPROVAL BOOKS.

MULLOCK AND SMITH (Ml
81 REDBREAST ROAD. MOORDOWN. BOJJJiNJM°UTH

FREE - TWO HEW QUEEN STAMPS
From BAHAMAS will be sent Absolutely Free to

collectors who send 21d, stamp for postage and ask to

see our famous approvals. BROADWAY
APPROVALS (M08K 12 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON E.C.2

FINE
NEW #

ISSUES

For orher Stamp

(AS ILLUSTRATED i. All Free to collectors asking to see

ne Approvals of Selected a tamps. Send 3d. for Fo>tage

Illustrated list. IF vou wish you may join "THE
STAMP CLUB." Year's Sub. 1/- You receive a

Badge, Membership
listing fine -ifts. Approvals

sent Monthly. We aim to

satisfy vou. Our service

covers the World. (Moathlv
selections a speciality).

Please state if Adult. J -tal

Section Established I897i

WRIGHT'S STAMP SHOP o .„
<M56), PALACE STREET. CANTERBURY. KENT

ena see also pages 304 and xviti.
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Stamp ectors
/

Corner
By F, E. Metcalfe

THE QUEEN'S STAMPS
TT will be remembered that a month or two ago the
** question of a Queen Elizabeth collection was
discussed. Mam* readers then wrote to say that it was
all very w* 11 to talk about a Queen liluabeth collection.

but how were they to know what stamps existed, etc.?

In other words, what about a catalogue? I am glad
to say that a Commonwealth catalogue is appearing;
devoted entirely to the issues of our present Queen,
at 3/6, a price within the reach of ail would*be
collectors. Queen Elizabeth catalogues have already
been published in

Germany and
Switzerland, and
one is coming out
in sections in the
U.S.A. Now that
Great Britain is

to have her own
it is likely to
become t h e
standard.
Whether to

collect Q E
stamps mint or
used still seems
to worry many
would-be
collectors. I will

try once and for all to settle that very debatable point.
First of all, how do you prefer your stamps? If you like
them mint, well, what are you waiting for?' If you
prefer them used, the same applies. But the queries
obviously come mostly from those who have no marked
leaning, and to these I wou I say, if you are indifferent
whether you take used or mint, then collect the latter.
U hy? Uell, there are several reasons. First of all,

so many colonial stamps are issued by small colonies
that there are not enough used stamps to go round,
so dealers have to get stamps postmarked to order.
This means that many of the stamps have never done
any postal duty, and so are not really what
purport to be. They are accepted, generally speaking,
but after all, the only logical reason why one collects
used stamps is because they axe supposed' to have done
their job, it is safe to say, however, that most of the
used colonial stamps on sale, with the exception of

those belonging to
the larger colonies,
such as Nigeria,
etc., have nevrr
done any more
postal service than
their mint fellows.

So why have
defaced

with that of
collection

formed from
packet
stamps, etc.

It will not
matter much
whether your
collection is

of used or
mint stamps,
providing of

course that
you ha v

e

taken care of
your stamps and have mounted them, particularly
the mint stamps, very carefully. But mint stamps
have another advantage. From time to time, new
printings of current stamps are made, and supplies of
these are n leas 1 in London by the Crown Agents to
approved stamp dealers. Now the latter study these
printings very carefully, and quite often nice shade

varieties are to be found. If these are distinct
enough to merit separate listing, they will be
included in future editions of the
Commonwealth Catalogue. Well, voti willCatalogue, Well, you
always be able to get these mint, but a lot will
be missed used, for unlike the Crown Agents in

London, the Colonial Postmasters do not say
when these new printings will be placed on
sale, and so dealers may never get stock used.
There is the all-important question of an

album* I have mentioned this before, but it

is well worth referring to again. Do not
in for an album that has the spaces marked
out. Not only does it take far too long for
leaves to come out with those spaces, but

.
even when you get these leaves, you are
tied down to the stamps for which there
at si ises, and all too often you will find that

I Itere is no square marked out for a shade of some

go

variety that takes your eye, and which you want to"™ ~~" ------- "ember that nothingplace in your
looks more
untidy than
stamps
mounted
outside, so be
sure to get a
plain loose

collection

leaf

You
be
get

nice

album*
should
e to

a quite
one for

a shilling or
two under a
po und. If
you want to
make a real splash, well, you can spend up to a fiver,

but just one pound should be ample for the average
collector.

Most of the leading publishers have

stamps
this way in

collection?

in

your

Another reason
why mint are to be
preferred is that
many of the
designs are so
beautiful, that it is

all over with ink.

Just take that wonderful set of ship stamps, recently
n- leased for the Falkland D<-pendencies. Who wants
to mar the fine pictures of those romantic ships, with
postmarks that in a sense are not really postmarks
at all?

One advantage of forming a QE collection is that it

will nave a relatively high resale value, compared

really a shame to smudge them

,5 nave a
satisfactory range, For"an economical album I think
the Prangnell Vickuig at 19/3 and Mcrton at 2676
are worth noting. If you want something really
classy, Gibbon's Plymouth at 65/6 will suit. Just as
important as anything else, is—dare I say it—

a

clean pair of hands* Don f

t mount your stamps after
you have been digging in the garden, or oiling your bike.
A packet of good stamp mounts also is wanted. During
the war, it must be admitted that British mounts were
poor, to say the least of it, but now they are all right.
When mounting the stamps, arrange them in a nice

pattern to your liking, first checking with your
catalogue to find out if there are any stamps that are
not in your current set. If so, leave spaces for these
missing stamps, so that when you obtain them
eventually you can insert them without having to
re-arrange the stamps already mounted.

Next mouth we'll see how we can join a new issue
service, etc. In the meanwhile see your dealer about
that album.
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SWISS STAGECOACH
1

v.' ,

alutely Free. To all who ask to see a Selection of Windsor
ips on Approval, we will send absolutely free this super

SS t;imp (printed in vellow, violet and grey) depicting

a Mail-coach drawn by Five Horses. Dated 184B/1949 it was

issued to commemorate 1UO years of the Swiss Post.

To get vours FREE, just ask for Swiss Stagecoach Free and

ank t< see a selection of Windsor stamps on Approval, lid.

stamp must bt- scut for return postage to JPOU, Write DOW
Iwfore our supplv is exhausted.
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WINDSOR STAMP (Dept. UCKFIELD, SUSSEX

*

stamps

with a set of Fantastic Fishes from SPANISH
SAHARA, also Tree Climbing Kangaroo
Rhinoceros, Leopard, Zebu, and many others.

Be one of the first to have the new stamps in this

smashing packet. ABSOLUTELY FREE! Just

send 2|d. postage and ask to see our popular

Sterling Discount Approvals, including Triangulars

from Id. each.

STERLING STAMP SERVICE
(Dept. . Lancing, Sussex

PACKET OF QUEEN STAMPS FREE
To help with your collection of Q, Elizabeth stamps,
we will send this splendid packet of new issue v FREE
to all asking for approvals and enclosing a 2|d. stamp

for postage.
These stamps SELL—good discount is given—and you
will be pleased with each selection you receive.

For GOOD collecting write NOW tos

GEM STAMP CO. (Dept. M)
514 FAIRFAX DRIVE — WESTCLIFF

NEW HEALTHS
THIS MONTH ALL GENUINE APPROVAL APPLICANTS
WILL RECEIVE FREE THE 1953 NEW ZEALAND HEALTH
SET SHOWING GIRL GUIDES AND BOY SCOUTS.

SEND 2id. FOR POSTAGE AND REQUEST APPROVALS.

H B. LANG. BURNBANK. MAUCHUNE. E

COLLECTORS' DUPLICATES
from 60 years Collecting for Sale. Cheap to clear.

different 8/- - 2,000 different 21/-.

Britain, all issues. Selections on approval.
- 3SA N0RTH00WN AVENUE — MARGATE

1.000
Gt.

HILLIER

STAMPS FR
To Applicants for Approvals from Farthing upward

G.LAWTHER, 124 Grand Parade, Bellas

,. *^~l

Approximately

DEALERS
off

.000

MIXTURE
Paper

(Weighed) UNSORTED mixture. Good
from

Constantly changing in contents, Abroad postage 1/- extra.

JOS. H. GAZE. 10 Pimlico Road. CL1THER0E, Lanes.

DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE
To Approval Applicants enclosing 2jd. postage,

N. JOHNSON (Dept. M.M.L 19 Hillside. Slough, Bucks.

FLYING SQUAD Stamp
Album with stiff cover unci

spaces for postage stamps of
the WORLD. Holds over a
thousand stamps, fully illus-

trated on each page. Indexed
and with much useful inform a-

ii •

tion and containing 64 pages.
st useful addition to your hobby.

Send today for this unique book and
enclose 6d. for postage and
requesting approvals.

packing

LISBURN & TOWNS] NO 1.T1).

West Kirby, Wirral
IM>

A RUSH
38 Queen's Avenue, Whetstone, N.20

regrets that illness has prevented
carrying on business, but corres-

pondence will

soon
attended

possible.

MODERN UNSORTED LOTS on paper. All contain large

Pictorials! Gt. Britain with Coronation, 1 lb. (3,oi»u) 5/-,
2 lb. 9/6. Br. Empire with Coronation and Q.E., 1 lb.

25/-, | lb. 13/-, 4 oi. 7/-. Australia with latest Q.E. and
Coronation, 1 lb. 13/-, 1 lb. 7/-, 4oz. 3/9 (abrd. I/- lb. ex.)

A, DAVIES (M 6), 111 Holme Lacy Road Hereford

BAHAMAS
pictorials FREE.
COOMB ERS STORES.

Another wonderful "Queen fi

set of 3 brilliant mint
21d. for approvals please.

20 MELBOURNE ROAD. CHATHAM

COX,

FREE-STAMPS CATALOGUED 5/-

to applicants for id, approvals*
17 STONELEIGH PARK ROAD, EWELL

LOOK! 25 LARGE PICTORIAL
STAMPS FREE

SPECIAL. TO ALL APPROVAL APPUCANTSTHIS MONTH FREE.
BAHAMAS Q.E MINT SET. 2*d POSTAGE,
A. CUNNINGHAM (Dent. MMJ. 36 D00NFQQT ROAD. AYR

For other Stamp Advertlaments

Just request our pictorial approvals. Postage 2 id,

MARTIN'S STAMP CIRCLE (M.M.)
24 Catherine St.. SHEFFIELD 3. Shop: 346 Abbeydale Rd.
see also pages 302 and xviii.
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Stamp
CANADA

/^N 1st April collectors got a treat from Canada
*-* the second National Wildlife set and the first of

the new Queen Elizabeth stamps. I suppose that
each year a similar wildlife set can be expected, and
so Canada looks like adding some delightful pages

to one's collection. The
Queen Elizabeth stamp
is the 5a The portrait

is new, adapted from a
photograph by Dorothv
Wilding, The lc. f

2cM 3c
and 4e. values of the
same design will appear
in due course, and all

will be overprinted G for

official use.

The reason why
Canada has issued
another Queen
Elizabeth set so soon is

because the portrait of
the first set was not

to do justice

CANADA
• * f C § * Q % r a C l

thought
to the Queen. Let us hope that all will be satisfied now.

Incidentally the 15c. stamp illustrated, showing a

fjannet, does not belong to the National Wildlife

ssue. It is merely a new value of the definitive set
f

and it also was issued on 1st April.

FIJI HEALTH STAMPS

Last year Fiji brought out a pair of stamps that had
a small surcharge to be applied for Health purposes
in Fiji. I am afraid that the issue was not entirely

successful, for quite a lot of the stamps had to be
destroyed* Yet no purpose could have been more
worthy, for the funds gathered from the issue were
to be applied for the benefit of Fijian troops who
contracted tuberculosis and other diseases while
fighting overseas for us. They are in urgent nerd of

every penny we provide to help brighten their lives.

Now another set has been issued, consisting once
more of two stamps. The surcharge on each is only
|d. ( and with a total face value of 5d. f a set is within
reach of every collector. Don't forget to buy one of

each this year, or better still blocks of four, and in

return for a few coppers you will get two really

delightful stamps. One is illustrated. It shows a

river scene in Fiji, with a bamboo raft, of the type
used for transporting fruit, etc. Don't forget that

one day these stamps may be worth a good bit more
than their cost while current* Just look at the
prices of early
New Zealand
Health stamps.

THE U.S.A.

A country that
produces many
conamemora t i ve
stamps, of low
face value and
easily obtainable,
cannot help but
be popular with
young collectors,

and this is
certainly the
case with the United States. Not all these
commemorative stamps are the last word in artistry.

To be quite honest some are pretty moderate, and
many have been the complaints showered on the U.S.
Post Office Authorities by our cousins. Now it would
seem that something is being done about the ordinary
stamps, for an 8c. has appeared in two colours, and it

must be admitted that it is an improvement on the

stamp it replaces. Perhaps the commemorative' s will

receive attention later on, if this experiment is a success*

SPORT

Some time ago a collector remarked that he had seen
no stamp
depicting
the gentle
a r t o f

fishing
with line

and rod,
as distinct
from tough
fishing for
big fish.
Evidently
he had not
seen the
5 pesetas

of
Spanish Morocco, which is illustrated, for although
the three fishermen are by the side of the sea, they
seem to be taking things as calmly as though they
were alongside one of our rivers.

Several collectors have written saying that they are
interested in a collection of subjects, but that they
have been told that used stamps are out of place in
such a collection. 1 hi a is nonsense, but care must be
taken to see that the postmark does not obliterate
an important part of the design. If this is done,

used are quite as suitable
as mint.

VIKINGS

That is a word that
stirs us alL What pictures
of an heroic past are
conjured up when we hear
it! Maybe our ancestors
thought differently, but as
they are not here to tell us
the truth, we can go on
with our day dreams- All
this being the case, any
postage stamps on the
subject are always welcome,
which is the reason why the
two stamps issued a few
months ago by Denmark to

of Danish History

depicts what
blanket, but
of a Vikings*

commemorate a thousand years
are so interesting.
The design of the stamp illustrated

at first glance looks like a fireman's
actually it is supposed to be a picture
Camp at Trelleborg in Zealand 6u miles south-west'of
beautiful Copenhagen. The main outer fort can be seen,
and inside this ring will be noted regular lines denoting
barrack buildings.

Quite an interesting little stamp, and one that
can be bought used for a couple of coppers. That
is the beauty of Danish stamps. The Postal
Administration of Denmark issues from time
to time nice tittle sets of stamps, most of which
are readily obtainable cheaply, and
can a collection of modern Danish

for a relatively small sum. but
! w

gathered
a collection is indeed we I

not only
stamps be

such
orth forming.

There are oi course here at home son id very
fine Danish collections, for these stamps have
always been very popular in Britain, but any
young collector, not overburdened with cash,
who wants a worth-while country to collect, let
him consider the twentieth century stamps of
our old friends the Danes.

A TIP

Collectors of British colonial stamps will remember
that in May of last year, Northern and Southern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland all issued a 6d. violet stamp
to commemorate the Rhodes Centenary Exhibition,
Now those stamps can be purchased for about a
shilling each. They will cost several shillings one day,
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On the Road—{Continued from page 279}

been doing the run every year since well before the
war, and has had many gold medals. Those old

Trojans, of course, pulled like packhorses,
During that Easter week-end, there were road-race

meets at Brands Hatch and Crystal Palace! and
spectators saw some fine riding, especially on the

Kart of young John Surtees, "Old'* Eric Oliver—may
e forgive rae f and he is not a day older than I am t

if anybody cares to make anything out of that!—
and Cyril Smith, I could not get to those meetings,
but 1 went to a popular and very pleasant grass-track
meeting run by a club in Surrey, and revelled in the
odour of racing oil, and the "crisp music of
exhausts.

open

Behind the Scenes— (Conrinueii from page 288}

pits and is illuminated at night. At Berne, where
the Swiss Grand Prix takes place, the laps completed
by each car are shown on a giant thermometer*

Course commentators are located at several vantage
points around the circuit, and dovetail their reports

m such a way that a commentator is "with" the cars
from start to finish of each lap. There are times
when the commentators cannot be heard, however,
usually when something really interesting is being

reported, tine fcp fcbe fat't that no loudspeaker on any
race track can compete with the B.R.M.s or a pack of
5M)s in full cry!

Well—next time you go motor-racing spare a

thought for the men (and women) behind the scenes.

Many of them are unpaid volunteers and some of

them—because of their duties—are never able to

watch a race* Motor-racing in this country—more
popular than ever this year—owes the Back Rdom
i: vsa hearty "Thank You."

New Meccano Model—(Continued! /rum page 295)

to Angle Brackets fixed to tlw sides of t tie body and
to the 5i*x'2|* Flexible Plate of the tail,

The completed body & fixed by nuts on the ends
of the Bolts 13 and 14, and the 5^* Strips that form
the rear bumper are held by nuts on the Holts 14.

The steering column is a 64* Hod supported in

the dashboard, and it cairn s a J* Pinion that engages
the Contrate 11. The lower end of the Rod is mounted

the Angle Bracket Dreviouslv mentioned as atAngle Bracket previously mentioned as
right angles t<> the Angle Bracket that supports the
Contrate 11. The 6i* Rod is held in position by a
Collar located against the dashboard.

Parts required to build the Open Can 6 of No. 1;

13 of No. 2; 3 of No. Ja; 4 of No. 3; 4 of No. 4; 13

of No. 5; 3 of No. 6; 10 of No. 6a; 1 of No. 9b; 20
of No. 10; 32 of No, 12; 3 of No. 12c; I of No. 14;

1 of No. 1 6a; 2 of No. 16b; 3 of No. 17;
18b; 2 of No. 20; 4 of No. 20a;
22a; 1 of No. 24; 4 of No. 25;

26; 1 of No. 27a; 2 of No. 28; 2;t7 of No.

2

4

1

5

of
of
of

Of

10;

No. 16;

No. 18a; 3 of No.
No. 22: 2 of No.

37a;
No.

of
of

No,
225 of

50;
N<>,

No,

No. 37b; 37 of No. 38; 7 of No.
13 of No. 59; I of No. 62; 2 of

63; 2 of No. 77; 4 of No. 89a; 1 of

90; 2 of No. 90a; 1 of No. II la;

48a;
No.

1 of

2b;
a or ino. t>a; z or wo. //; * oi ino, oya; i oi No. 89b;
4 of No. 90; 2 of No. 90a; 1 of No. Ilia; 3 of No.
111c; 2 of No. Hid; 4 of No. 114; 2 of No. 115; 1 of

No. 120b; 4 of No. 124; 4 of No. 126a; 1 of No. 128;

No. 140; 4 of No. 142a; 2 of No. 147a; 1 of No.
2 of No. 161; 1 of No. 185; 2 of No. 187a; 11

188; 3 of No. 189; 6 of No. 190; II of No.
of No. 192; 2 of No. 200; 2 of No. 212; 2 of

214; 8 of No. 215; 1 E20R Electric Motor.

1 of
155;

of

191;
No.

1

NATIONAL TRACTION ENGINE RALLY
Readers who traction engine enthusiasts will

be interested to learn that a National Traction Engine
Rally will be held on Saturday, 12th June, at Bridge
Farm, Appleford, near Abingdon, Berkshire. The
Rally has been organised by The National Traction
Engine and Tractor Association Incorporated

f and
will be open to the general public frum 2.30 p.m.
Many enthusiasts, however, are certain to want to
have a closer look at the engines, and perhaps to take

*

This striking Meccano fancy dress and Royal crown
won First Prize for Master Spottiswoode, of Egremunt,

Cumberland, in a local competition last year*

photographs as well, and for their benefit admission
to the Rally will be possible from 10.30 a.m. onwards.
For this purpose, a special Admission ticket will be
available for which a nominal charge may be made.

Further information and an entry form can be
obtained from the Secretary, NT.E. & T.A., Duke
Street Chambers, Duke Street, Reading, Berkshire.

This Month's Special Articles

Building up a Refinery ..

The lining Stratofreighter
by John W. R, Taylor

Vancouver's New Bridge*.

A Famous Ferry Service .

.

by John P. Barrett

Designed to be Shot At ..

by John W. R. Taylor

Railways Among .Mountains

Behind the Scenes..
by Peter Lewis

* 264

267

•1 7

274

« 277

4 -fl

ft ft

282

286
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From Our
This page is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 500 words in length

are invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be
written neatly on one side of the paper only

i
and should be accompanied if possible by original photo-

graphs for use as illustrations* Articles published will be paid for. Statements in articles submitted
are accepted as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their acctiracy*

MORETON OLD HALL
Moreton Old Hall is perhaps one of the best preserved

of all Tudor houses in the country. It has undergone
little rebuilding at all.

VLB

The Hall is situated in Cheshire , about a mile away
from the village of Astbury, famous for its church.
It stands well back from the road and the patterned
black and white
Elizabethan building
looks as fresh and clean
as ever*

It is something of a
shock to walk directly
from a 20th centur
main road into a I tit

century Manor House.
Vet this is what
happens as visitors

pass through the
gatehouse of Moreton
Old Hall. As they walk
into the cobbled
courtyard the first
thing to fix their gaze
is the sight of two
tn agnif icen t b ay
windows, which stand
as a glorious
monument to Richard

feature of many castles and old houses has now been
replaced by a modern brick and concrete structure,
easy to walk upon, but not as romantic as it

predecessor.
As I

I was
worlds

left

left

is to

the
in

to return to the Potteries,

to which of these two
Old Hall
doubt as
preferred.

Geoffrey K. Smith (Tun&tall)

their designer.

is

Dale,
His inscription
marked on them:

A giant clamp of bricks for firing with breeze, a process that is hundreds of years
and is still used as described in the accompanying article f in many parts of Southern

England. Photograph by G. H. Wag&taff, Southcnd-on-Sea*

The

Richard Dale, Carpenter made
thies by the grace of God.
ing is given a delicate picture book quality

by th< contrasting exterior of black and white. One
can only wonder at the skill of the workmen who built
a structure to last over three centuries. A typical
feature of the 1 8th century house design is the long

This was added later, however, and is now in

such a rickety condition that it has necessitated the
rebuilding of brick buttresses at one end to support it.

Also of interest is the cramped and twisted staircase.
The moat too catches the eye. At one time it was

by means of a drawbridge, but this attractive cinders, known

FIRING BRICKS IN CLAMPS
In this process no coal or other recognised form of

fuel is used. The burning is accomplished entirely by
the use of household ash. This is sifted when received
by the brick manufacturer. When forming the bricks
the resulting fine ash is mixed proportionately with the
clay and thus becomes a part of each "green*

1 or
im fired brirk. After drying, the bricks are formed into
clamps, being set solid except at the bottom of I he
clamp, where old bricks are set on edge to provide a
series of flues. Over these U spread a layer of

to the brickmaker as "breeze".
This breeze consists of the
larger screening! obtained when
the ash is sifted.

Connected to the layar of breeze
are one or two rows of chopped
wood, which lead to positions on
the outside walls oi the clamp. It is

here that with the aid of a little

straw and a box of matches the
clamp is fired. The lire travels via
the rows of wood to the layer of
breeze. This ignites, and in. turn
sets the bricks alight. The result is

the ignition of the entire clamp,
apart of course from the layers of
old bricks used as

at the top
a protective
and sides of

A fine general view of Moreton Old Hall, a famous timbered Tudor house
in Cheshire. It possessed a moat and is in a remarkably good state of
preservation. The picture shows the buildings in the rear as well as the

main block. Photograph by Geoffrey K. Smith, Tunstall*

covering
the clamp.
The fire travels from end to end

of the kiln in a matter of weeks*
It is possible to stand on top of the
clamps alight, and to look down
through the cracks of th- casing
bricks to the near white hot mass
below. G. H. Wagstaff

(Soutbend-on-Sea),
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Competitions! Open To All Readers
Prize-winning entries in Af.Af. competitions become the property of Meccano Ltd.
Unsuccessful entries in photographic* drawing and similar contests will be returned if

suitable stamped addressed envelopes or wrappers are enclosed with them*

ms that e Best

In spite of television the cinema continues competitor's name, age and address being
to be one of the most popular forms of given on the other side. To the senders
indoor entertainment in the world, and I of the three best entries I will give prizes
expect that most Af.Af. go "to the of 21/-, 15/- and 10/6 respectively, and
pictures'* at least once a week, Just as consolation prizes for other good efforts,

people who are fond of books in time A similar set of awards will be given for
develop a preference
for certain types of i

stories or non- fiction I

works, so the regular

Cinemagoer
like ami

com es

types
enjoy

of films

to
certain

more
than others.

Various factors,
apart from the films

play a part
in developing such
preferences. A love of
Nature, for instance,

helps to foster a
preference for films

with a country setting

in which animals and
creature- of the \vild

are featured. My
Friend Flicka, surely
one of the best film

of outdoor life ever
produced, is a
example of this

of film.

I would like to know
some of M.M.

preferences in

Hall class 4-6-0 No. 5927 "Cuild Hall" entering Tyseley Junction with the
2.33 p.m. Leamington to Birmingham (Snow Hill) train. This excellent photograph
by R, Shcnton, Shirley, nr. Birmingham, was awarded First Prize in Section B

of the March 1954 Railway Photographic Competition.

the matter of films, and so in this Overseas entries. should be
competition I invite them to write and addressed to The Editor, Mecca no Magazine,
tell me the types of films they like best, Binns Road, Liverpool IS, and should be
and especially why they prefer them.

Letters should be more than 500
marked in the top left corner June Film

dates are: HomeContest. The
3 1stwords in length, and should be written Section,

on one side of the paper only, the 31st October
Overseas Section,

Do You Know These?
In our second competition this month readers are

asked to identify the cars or commercial vehicles
associated with the following slogans or descriptions
that are to be. seen regularly in advertisements;

I, Knight of the road
Always on the job
Out of pedigree comes pace
G race—space—pace
All that's best from Britain

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. The world's best oil-cmjined lorries

9. Spacious—powerful—economical
10. So fast, so elegant—so comfortable
11. Buy wisely buy . . . . .

12. Britain's most versatile vehicle
Send

For the highways and byways of the world
In every sphere of industry runs

schedule

your entries in, on postcards, in the form
of a numbered list, and address them Motor Slogan
Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13.
The closing date in the Home Section is 31 t July
and in the Overseas Section, 31st October, and in
each Section there will be prizes of 21/-, 15/- and 10/6
for the best entries.
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Resu
HOME

JANUARY 1954 COVER VOTING CONTEST
1st Prize: J* R. Franks!, Comptoti, or, Newbury.

2nd Prize: T« Crisp, Ipswich. 3rd Prize: G. J- Young,
Sander&tcad, Consolation Prizes: W. R. Tandis.
Cokford; PP Bedford, Dewsbury; R. Stephens.
Barnstaple; VL Leon, London 5.W.7; P. R. Strangeways,
Faringdon; J, W, Dutton, Wallasey; D. Lewis,
Portsmouth.

JANUARY 1954 DRAWING CONTEST
1st Prize: V, Corasi, Harrogate. 2nd Prize: YL J.

Edwards, Wootton BassctL 3rd Prize: S. Carpenter.
Chesterfield. Consolation Pria^s: P. Bain bridge,
Chatham; E. G* Burrows, Gosport; R# R, Marsh,
(Jlverston*

FEBRUARY 1954 LOCOMOTIVE SHADOWS
1st Prize: P. Chnuents^Jewery, Romford. 2nd Prize:

J. Adderlcy, Mnrplc, 3rd Prize: C. Walker, Dewsbury.
Consolation Prizes: D« Parkinson, Stockport; N. Brown,
Wakefield; D, J, Maidment, East Molesey.

FEBRUARY 1954 DRAWING CONTEST
1st Prize, Section A: 4130258. L.A.C. Burnett,

Netheravon; Section B: M. Dunnett, Chester-le-Street.
2nd Prize, Section A: R, Thomas, Brighton 6; Section B:

D. W # Segeos, Harleston. 3rd Prize, Section A:
Ti Mcpham, Manchester; Section B: P. Reading,
Coventry. Consolation Prizes, Section A: R, B.
Blackburn, London S.W. 19; J, M. Hearne, Torquay;
R- Purvis, Colchester; 11 Sanderson, Sheffield 10;

D. M. j. Turner, Paignton; Section B: D* Pendleton,
Uvtrpool; I. G. Holt, KochdaJe; D. Sullivan, Hereford;
H. Rose, Leeds 8.

MARCH 1954 PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST
1st Prize, Section A: R« K, Rvans, Hessle; Section B:

R, G- Sheu ton, Shirley. 2nd Prize, Section A: H
Blackpool; Section B: A, D, Parkes, Oxford. 3rd
Section A: P, Brow ui tin. Edinburgh; Section B: P.

Accrington. Consolation Prizes: j. J, Cunnin
Edinburgh 3; G. Ogilvie, Edinburgh 4; H. B.
Birmingham 22A; Michael Wilson, Bridlington;
Turley, Tunbridge Wells;
Glasgow S.WJ; C. B,
Reynolds, Lowestoft;
J.CJobliug, Stockton-on-
Tees; J, S. Swanson,
Edinburgh 11; P. Mearns,
Colchester.

OVERSEAS

L. Stone, Leeds 7:

Brown , Todmorden

;

R,

C.PM S. Africa; Section B: N. Cudby, Wellingtott, N.Z.
3rd Prize, Section A: J. Chorley, Adelaide, Australia;
Section B: B, J. V, Johnson, EUliam, Vic», Australia.

Consolation Prizes: L. M* Robinson* Wellington, K-.Z«;

F, S, Box, Dublin, Eire; J, Jackson, Cape Town,
S* Africa; C. J. Clarke, Nairobi, Kenya.

NOVEMBER 1953 PHOTOGRAPHIC
CONTEST

1st Prize, Section A: T. S* Messenger, Dublin,
Sim; Section B: S. Thomas, Melbourne, Australia.
2nd Prize* Section A: I. Johnstone, Wellington! N\Z.;

Section B: T* Potts, Invercargill, N.Z. 3rd Prize,

Section A: H. Watson, Rathfarrifaam. Eire; Section B:

A- Clifford, Montreal* Canada. Consolation Prizes:

A- D. Mair, Christchurch, N.Z.; A* Manning, Cork,
Hire; Miss M. Heath, Durban villi*, S, Africa; J. Young,
Waterford, Eire.

SOLUTIONS
NOVEMBER 1M3 CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across: 1, Apostate, 8, Haul. II, Seine. 12, Optics.

14, Saline, 16, Orphan. 18, An. 19, Parade. 20, Ego,
Dene. 22, End. 24, Kb. 25, T.C.D. 27. Dab.
Dray, 31. Tub, 33, Draw. 34, Bed. 36, But.

38, No. 40, A.E.C. 42, Lean. \ G.P.O. 47, Morbid.
48, Go. 49. Oidium. 51, Snivel. 53, Nitric. 55, Deist.

56, Hens, 57, Consults. Down: 1, Assay. 2, Pean.
3, Oil. 4, Snipe, 5, Tenant. 6, To. 7, Epode. 8, Hip,
9, A> he. 10, Usage. 13, Trend, 15, Erect. 17, Nohow,
21, Drab. '23, Dad. 26, Dub. 28, Bran. 29, Dingo.
30, Yea. 32. Bulbs. 35, Demur. 37, Teinds, 39, Opine.
41, Comic. 43, Adieu. 44, Bolts. 46, Odin, 48, Gest.

50, Its. 52, V0. 54, CO.

DECEMBER 1953 BRIDGES CONTEST
1, Runcorn, U.K., B.R, (L.M.R.). 2, M-n-rciijk,

Holland, Netherlands Railways. 3, Britannia Tubular,
U.K., B.R. (L.M.K.). 4, Poughkoepsie, U.S.A.,
New York Central. 5, Quebec, Canada, C.N.R.
6. Tay, U.K., B.R, (Sc.R.). 7, Canyon Diablo, U.S.A.,
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, 8, Forth, U.K., B.R.
Sc.R.). 9, Kinzua, U.S.A., Erie R.R. 10, Royal Albert,

J.K., B.R. (W.R.). 11, Boyne, Eire, former G.N. R. (L).

12, Fades, France, S.N.C.F. (SoutbAVestern Division).

21,
29,

Marsland,
Australia.
N. Eames,
, Eire.

C.

OBER 1953
LOCOMOTIVE
CONTEST

1st Prize: K. R. Cas*ells.

Tawa Flat, N.Z, 2nd
Prize: G. A.
Adelaide, S.

3rd l'rize: G.
D u it d r u m

.

Consolation Prizes: M
Smith, Auckland W.3,
N.Z,; A. Christopher,
South Perth, W.Australia;
P. Jonathan, Canberra,
Australia; T. Sbanklin,
Cape Town, S. Africa.

OCTOBER t«3 SHIP
DRAWING CONTEST

1st Prize, Section A:
M. Adler, Cape Town,
S. Africa; Section B: C.
Parr, North Canterbury,
N.Z. 2nd Pri/e, Section
A: P. I. Marais, Wynberg,

A3 Pacific No. 60099 at Perth station heading the Edinburgh (Wavcrlcy) express,
and 5MT No. 73009 pulling out on the southbound Saint Mungo. Prize winning
entry in the March 1954 Railway Photographic Contest, submitted by R. K.

Evans, aged 19, of Hessle.
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F*

•

i res i Fun
Motor Car Salesman (desperately): "But, madam,

if vou take this car we will put your initials on it

Two men, noted for being a little on the simple side,

were putting up a picture in their room. Suddenly
one noticed that his friend was throwing the nails

away bv the dozen.
"What's wrong with the nails?'

1

he asked.
"The beads are on the wrong end," was the re

"Don't be sillv," said the other. "They're made
for the other side of the room!"

free of charge!"
Mrs. Jones: "But my husband says it's not the

initial cost that counts, but the upkeep,"

* • *

*

t*How are vou getting on at the University now?"
"Oh, pretty well, thanks, I'm trying awfully

hard to get ahead/ 1

"Thai's good, you certainly do ne d One."

ft was almost time for the celebrated guest to
make his speech*
The chairman looked around at the company-

Then he leaned towards the speaker:
"Do you think you'd better begin your speech now/1

he whUpered t "or shall we let them" enjoy themselves
a little longer?"

* *

itmmcrpeU

• • • •

BRAIN TEASERS

A LETTER SUM
Here is a simple

multiplication sum in which
the figures are represented
by tetters. Can you find

which figure each letter

represents?
B
H

C
A

F
c

B
A H H

G
C
H

1
H

A 1 A II F H

• •

FACT OR

•

FIC:tk

•

IN

i4
\ just wouldn't believe it if 1 wasn't seeing it with my own eyes!"

* • •

us ura
Do you

acv ofti- e to apply for life

insurance. The insurance agent in quired: "™~

rive a car?
"No," replied the applicant.
"Do vou fl Y?"

"No/ 1

said the agent curtly,

6.

7.

8.

•

Which of these people

really lived?

1. Mrs. Beeton
2. Sweeney Todd
3. Tom Thumb
4. Rip van Winkle
5. Beau Brummell

Dick Whittington
Sexton Blake
Dick Turpin

*

CAN YOU DECIPHER THIS MESSAGE?

Police

i I*Sorry
ire pedestrians any

'but we don't

expecting
a

a crook
to his

disclose histo
con fecicrate.

»»

c

* • * #

An Italian baker was confronted with the problem
of mastering English in order to impress the large

number of tourists. After much careful study of
several books he felt confident to advertise the generous
Size of his wares and painted above his .shop window
the following sign:

were
movements in

interception the message read as follows:

113 12071 8122519514419120
(Signed) 1212

What was the kev and the message?
(Cracroft)

* * + •

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTH'S
PUZZLES

First into Last

On

Luigi Ferazzi, The Biggest ii

« * •

A woman lioarded a 'bus and sat down next to a

By adding "a" to "1st" vou
"last" if the "I" looks like an "1"!

quiet-looking
After thev

entletnan.
ad travelled a short distance she took

out a map of Manchuria and 1 >^an to study it.

The man next to her gazed at the map for a while*
Then turning to the woman, he said,

i4 Excuse
lady, but are you sure you're on the right 'bus?**

me,

• • •

eachTwo farmers were constantly grumbling,
trying to find things worse than the other.
"Never did sec nay grow so short as this year,"

sighed one.
"You think yours is short," snorted the other,

"I had to lather mine to mow it!"

A Novel Word Making Puzzle

The following are the words formed
by adding one letter to each end of the
3-Ietter groups. I, Brand, 2. Acids,
* Kveutf 4. Cream, 5. 1 here, £k Evade,
7, David, 8. Mason.

*

A Match Trick

*

This trick with 12 matches can be
solved by lifting four of the matches and
re-arranging them to form three equ
squares, as shown in the sketr h alongside.
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NAVY

'Conway* course trains boys between 13&

and 16i yrs. for ultimate command in M.N-
and R.N. Following the Conway motto "Quit
ye like Men, be Strong**—Sailing, Rowing,
Swimming, Rugby Football are stressed.

certificate counts as 1 year's sea
service when taking 2nd Mates examination.

FEES: £235 p.a. (including uniform).

Illustrated Prospectus from:

THE H.M.S •

\\ rr

(CADETS ON ENTRY ARE ENROLLED CADETS R.N.R.J

Merchant Navy Training School
ON THE MENAI STRAITS

THE H.M.S. "CONWAY", 35 NAUTILUS HOUSE, RUMFORD PLACE, LIVERPOOL

HALL MARK GOOD

Every Month 1/6

LLUSTRATED

All the latest

RAILWAY NEWS
SHED ALLOCATIONS
PHOTOGRAPHS

ARTICLES
The leading railway journal

TRANSPORT READING

Every Quarter

latest

BUS NEWS, DEVELOP-
MENTS, NEW VEHICLES,
VEHICLE RECOGNITION
The only journal for bus

enthusiasts
ILLUSTRATED

RAILWAY BOOKS

BRITISH
RAILWAYS
LOCOS.

1. WESTERN REG. 2/
2. SOUTHERN REG. 2/
3. LONDON MID. 2/
4. EASTERN REG. 2/

abe LOCOSHED BOOK
Complete, all regions

TRAINS ALBUM
L.M.,E.,W. Reg.ea. 1/6

BRITISH TRAINS

TITLED TRAINS
Of G.B, .. ..15/

TITLED TRAINS
in PICTURES . fr 2/6

AIRCRAFT BOOKS

abc MILITARY AIR-
CRAFT RECOGNITION

abc CIVIL AIRCRAFT
RECONGITION

abc CONTINENTAL
MILITARY AIRCRAFT

abc CIVIL AIRCRAFT
MARKINGS

•be HELICOPTERS

these Titles by
J. W. R. Taylor
Each 2/6

SHIP BOOKS

abc OCEAN LINERS 2/

abc OCEAN
FREIGTHERS .. 2/-

abc BRITISH
WARSHIPS .. 2/

abc BRITISH RAIL
WAYS STEAMERS

i

STEAMERS OF
THE SOLENT

"

•

CANALS « * *

SHIPS OF THE
SEVEN SEAS • *

SPECIAL BRITI8H RAILWAY STATIONS
OFFER a series of Three Books at 1/- each

1. South-West 2. North Wales 3. South- East

B.R. Station Layout Diagrams (previously 3/-} 1/-

ROAD and BUS BOOKS

abc LONDON
TRANSPORT

Buses, Coaches,
Trolleys., .. 2/6

abc LORRIES
and BRS. .. 2/

abc R1BBLE BUSES 2/-

abc BRITISH CARS 2/

abc MOTOR CYCLES 2

abc CONTINENTAL
CARS « * M V

abc AMERICAN
CARS

LOCOMOTIVE LIGATIONS - 32 RAILWAY APPROACH - LONDON BRIDGE STATION S.E.I
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/t's excitina to see

yourphotosin eo/owA
*#

- ~, »f'fM/V//////////////////.*#*^
and you can colour them yourself, too! You'll

so easy with Johnson Photo Tints. Ordinary

black and white prints can be transformed into vivid

There is also a more expensive colours—makes something really surprising to show your
set consisting of 12 one ounce
bottles of triple strength tints

with two camelhair brushes

and two china palettes.

PRICE

friends! You can obtain any desired tone by blending the

tints, The smaller Johnson Photo Colouring Outfit

contains 9 small bottles of normal strength

19'6
tints and a camelhair brush—everything you

want to make a start. PRICE
/

instructions are enclosed with each set and individual tints can be rep/aced.

THE WORLD-FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS OF
PHOrOQRAPIIlC CHEMICALS. APPARATUS AND ACCESSORIES

LONDON N.W.4. • ESTABLISHED 1743

•w

A.D.P. CHEMICALS APPARATUS

NO SPACE FOR YOUR RAILWAY?

Then read the JUNE

L H. A hern's latest minimum space layout is

but one of the many fine articles this month.
Maintenance by N. S, Eagles, a Model Pylon
by Alan Hooper, more of A. G* Thomas*
private owner wagons, plus a free track

planning competition, make this an issue that

must not be missed. Send for your copy now!

%

Fot the Average Enthusiast*

1/6 MONTHLY
1/8 post paid.

LAYOUT PLANS No.
The latest planbook: better than ever
Essential for all layout builders.

LAYOUT PLANS No.
available.

SCENIC MODELLING
Producing the scenic picture.

1/3

1/3

We can offer

3 fargo selec-

tion of equip-

ment suitable

for students

& beginners

send

for list

*

tamp

Special ! Trial Package
COMPRISING APPARATUS & CHEMICALS SUITABLE FOR
BEGINNERS. PRICE 716. Post & Packing 1/3.

14 (D/MM) SURREY ROAD, BARKING

b I -W *

3UILD YOUR
OWN MICRO-
MUSEUM

Buildings, Locos, Aero.
Ships, Engines, etc.

1/9

SEND
Stamped
addressed

envelope tor

illustrated

catalogue

OVER
100

MODELS
V

li

- */ '» V*

Dept. M, Pecoway, Station Road, Seaton, Devon
MIcromodels
Ltd. KMM)
Racquet Court. London E.C.4
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4GLENBUR

THE PRIDE OF THE FLEET!

' MODEL SUBMARINES & TORPEDOES

MARK I SUBMARINE (Length 14 in.)

90 FEET OF DIVING PERFORMANCE

PRICE 21/6 D.
(POST/PKG, 9d. EXTRA)

FROM BRITAIN TO SINGAPORE

AND HER EQUALLY FAMOUS SISTER-SHIP

MARK il SUBMARINE (Length 7| in.)

DIVING MORE THAN 30 FEET

AND ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST PRICE 13/10° (POST/PKG. 66. EXTRA)

THE GLENBUR TORPEDO STRIKES!

THIS SUPERB WATERCRAFT WITH A
RANGE UP TO 30 FEET PRODUCES A
REALISTIC EFFECT ON IMPACT WITH
ITS TARGET, YET QUITE HARMLESS

SEND P.O. TO:

GLEN-BURROUGHS CO. LTD.
i

PRICE 13/4 D.
(POST/PKG. 6d- EXTRA)

FORMBY
f

LANCS. i
ENGLAND

ARE YOU
INTERESTED IN RADIO?

Then build the amazing D,5*B* One Valve
Receiver, ranges the Continent on a 22 volt
battery* simple to build with out easy-to-

follow diagrams, Highly instructive for the
beginner in radio, will work anywhere
with a short aerial and earth. Ideal for
undisturbed listening, receives Luxem-
bourg, Dutch, French, Italian, German and
many other foreign stations. Fully de-
tailed instructions and parts list sent for

I/6d. plus lid. stamp. Send to:

OCEAN RADIO (Dept. M/M)
HIGH STREET, LUTTERWORTH, LEICS.

THE

SMOKY VALLEY CLAIM
By COL. JAMES L. McBRIDE

Jim and Jake act out on what should be a comparatively
eaiy journey, to register a gold claim in a distant town,
but circumstance!—and human foes—
them

-conspire against
AH boys will enjoy this thrilling tale set in the

Alaskan backwoods*

CROWN LIBRA

m

7s, net

From any Bookseller

WARNE, I Bedford Court, W.C.2

O
PREPARED TIMBER FOR MODEL MAKING

Obecni in

3d. yd.
3&d. yd.
5d. yd.

6d. yd.
9d. vd.

yd1/
1 /6 vd.

2/6 yd.

Birch
2d . yd.

3d. yd.
5<.I. vd.

9d . vd

.

SUPER DETAIL SCALE MODEL TRACK PARTS
These parts will make up a super detail track,

just like the real thirty and give much better
running for the rolling stock.

PRICES

- 9 * *

4

*

*

"0"

5/6 doz. yds.

15/-do£. yds.
4/- 100
4/6 100
lid. doz.
4 8 UK)
9d. pkt.

1/0 each

ALL PRICES PACKING AND CARRIAGE EXTRA
BOND'S CATALOGUES, Hond's Model Railway,

Uoats and Aeroplanes' Fittings and Castings, 1/9.
Bond's Gear, Tool, Steam Fitting, Electric

Motor and Materia] Catalogue, 1/6.

Steel Rail
Brass Rail
Cast Chairs
Electric Raised Chairs
Fishplates .

.

Wooden Sleepers
Spikes *

,

Trn< k Gauge

i *

- *

* * - *

* -

BOND'S EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357 EUSTON ROAD, LONDON N.W.I
Est. 1887 'Phone: Euston 5441-2
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RAIL RACE
Travel over Britain's railways with miniature
engines on large stout map. Play your own
winning routes and be thrilled by "incident
cards." 2-6 players. For family
and children's es.

/

FLOUNDERING
A great party game. Players collect their
flounders by a throw of the dice and rob
opponents of their catches* No age limit,

even children of five can join.

Hilarious fun.
/

If your dealer cannot supply, write

>r address of nearest stockist to:

w SPEAR & SONS LTD.
DEPT. Art • ENFIELD MIDDLESEX

, *. . '
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Marquetry the EASY Way J

IF you like marquetry work, you MUST try Fretsaw Inlay.

It has many advantages over knife inlay work with veneers,

and is easier, yet the results are equal to the finest marquetry!
Using a fretsaw, all the pieces are cut at once—and must fit

perfectly. You get THREE good pictures from four pieces of
wood—quite a consideration when you are making the pictures

for sale—and all are cut at the same time. There's no mess
and no bother with Fretsaw Inlay. The kit illustrated is complete
with four selected 1/16-iu. panels of different coloured woods,
i-in. backing board and stripwood for border. There are also

kits for trays inlaid in the same way and using larger panels

of wood. Get Hobbies free pamphlet and learn more about
Fretsaw Inlay. You'll be surprised how easy it is to create

masterpieces in wood!

1 ^-^^^^ To HOBBIES LTD.,
J

I y^^Jt/9^^^^^x Dept« 96. Dereham, Norfolk, I

Jf 0% M nX[y^^^V Please send me, free of charge, your I

I DC ffl^ 5.Li^*v^B) pamphlet on Making Pictures in Wood, ]

| \^m [\^^^^J/ and 20-page illustrated booklet "Profit-
|

| ^^^^|Hp^/( able Leisure/* Also send mc the items
|

I
^^^^^^-^ I have marked thus X j

I I—| KIT 3008 I—I Specimen copy of "Hobbies Weekly," i

| I I 8/4, post free I I
5d.t post free

I
I enclose P.O. for ».„..,.,.....,.<**.**»

| NAME |

| ADDRESS |

I-
,

.-— 1

. . t£
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.mJkX
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s«ss» .
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"Kilchurn Castle" (Kit No. 3008)

Ate iv designs for Fretsaw inlay are
published from time to time
"/lobbies Weekly," price 4d. 3

every
Wednesday.

the itACK \iniii:n
SPECIA LINTS
CA.V UELP YOU

Meccano Magazines each
Before 1939
1 939- 1 943
1944-1949
1950-1952
1 953-Date

* -

# »

• *

• *

* *

"

• •

• *

ft ft

# f

ft «

* *

m m

• .

Model Railway News
Mod< Railway G listructorg

Model Engineers
Railways
Railway World .

.

Railway Magazines
Trains Illustrated

Every Spotters' Weekly
Railway Modellers

each

« A *

m 4

•

each

V-
2/-
1/6
6d.

P.C.s of Buses, Trams
and Locos * * • • 6d

Cigarette Cards, 50 for 1/- or sets 1/6

Write or call.

LENS OF SUTTON
SO di r*lia Itmi ItOfid, Stiffon, Surrey

64 -page
Model Train
List 11-

[Post 3d.)

tional Value
Superb

With Bermuda Rigged
Sails correctly cut, th

Speed Yachts arc beautifully balance and have neat
and positive adjustment to sails and rigging. The two
larger sizes have a two-piece mast (for easy stowing),w

" stly shaped hull, finished in GU aniing Enamel*
16 in. Weighted Rudder, 43/0

16 in. Auto Steering, 54 21 in. Auto Steering, 73/-
21 in. Fixed Steering, 59 6 21 in* Weighted Rudder, 59, 6

Post and Packing for the above 2/-
25 in. Auto Steering, 108 -

30 in. Auto Steering, Folding Masts, 148/-
36 in. Auto Steering, Folding Masts, 193/6

Post Free

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON E.C.I. HOL 8484
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CI
SEND i-

RETTE CARDS
FOR COMPREHENSIVE LIST.

ALBUMS to hold 203
103 Different cards 2/9 post

1 9}.
rae.

MATCHBOX LABELS
INDIVIDUAL

All different
Austria .

.

Belgium
India

* *

COUNTRY' I'ACKtfTS.

12

1/3
1/U

4 page list available price 'M. post free.

CHEESE LABELS
Send 1/3 for 16 page CATALOGUE.

25 different 1/9
75 different 5'/-

60 ditterent 3/-
100 different 7/6

200 different 15

E.H.W. LTD (Dept. M], 12 SICILIAN

AVE., LONDON W.C.I (ISO Yds. from Hoi born lube S.)

Send 1|d. stamped, addressed

envelope for full details of our

SMASHING

easy-to-build Rex OO
Wagon Kits.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS:

(Bournemouth) LTD
CHRISTCHURCH ROAD,

BOURNEMOUTH
BOSCOMBE

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 2d. Stamp

for latest

PRICE LIST
•

10id.

"Experiments" lOJd.

"Formulas"
"Home

Chemistry" 2/3

Post Paid

RFflf (Scientific Dept. G). 60, Hteh Street»Cvl\ STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON N.I

6

Send a 3d. stamp for our new list of

LINCRAFT de LUXE 1/72 SCALE
SOLID MODEL AIRCRAFT KITS

which include all the latest jets and 1914-1918
aircraft. Complete in every detail, Nothing more

to buy when you have a LINCRAFT kit.

WILMSLOW MODEL CO
Water Lane, WILMSLOW, Ch hire

Crystal Set Kits 1

7

entertainment and no further

/ Complete with

instructions. Endless

Ideal for Schoolexpense*

or College. Lightweight Headphones 15/11. All post free.

W. Buckle (Dept. ML 77 Horringer Rd.< Bury St. Edmunds

MARINE ENGIN
OFFICERS

AMBITIOUS youths leaving school between the
ages of 16-18 with proficiency in Mathematics and
Physics to the General Certificate of Education
(Ordinary Level) standard, or Its equivalent, can
now be considered for Engineer Apprenticeships
comprising A\ years training ashore and afloat

with a view to becoming folly qualified Marine
Engineers, For details of such Apprenticeships
in the Shell Tanker Fleet offering excellent
opportunities for advancement, apply to Shell
Tankers Limited, Fleet Staff Department, Ibex

House, Minories, London EX.3,

COVENTRY TECHNICAL COLLiGE
Session 1954*55

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
Applications invited for entry to 3-year full-time

course commencing September, 1954/ from those
requiring comprehensive training to advanced level in

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, qualifying for technical

posts in radio, telecommunications, television and
industrial electronics. Syllabus will cover requirements
of C. & G.. Brit. I.R.E., and I.E.E. examinations. Entry
age 16 or over, Application forms and further Information
from Principal, Technical College, The Butts. Coventry.

GENERAL CERTIFICATE
Wolsey Hall (founded 1894) provides s

postal Uiiti. n for the G.C.E. exatus. of London,
O.tf., Camb,, the Northern Universities, and others.
Moderate fees, instalments. Prospectus from

C, D. Parker, MA.t LUB* Dept OK50,

WOLSEY HALL. OXFORD

LONDON MIDLAND REGION
LOCOMOTIVE ALLOCATION

as at 30th January, 1954, published by the

RAILWAY CORRESPONDENCE & TRAVEL SOCIETY
PRICE 1/- pose free, from

Hon. Publications Officer:

AAR.D.H.WAKELY, 18 Holland Ave,, Cheam. Surrey

* PLANS AND KITS FOR OVER 600 MODELS ^
THE NEW

Modelcraft Handbook
features plans, kits and accessories.

Price only IK includes a full refund! Voucher.
Send for your copy now to:

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77 (HJ GROSVENOR ROAD, LONDON S.W.I

SHORTHAND in 1 Weak. Test lesson 2|d, stamp.
Duttons (MO/SVL 93 Gt. Russell Street, W.C.I

STAMP ADVERTISEMENT
Iscc also pages 302 and 304\

FREE 25
OIFF. BRITISH COLONIAL STAMPS

including a George V Silver Jubr.ee Stamp and other Commem-
oratives. Just send 2idL postage and request Discount Approvals,

F . WEBSTER
25 GARDEN AVENUE, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE
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MASTER' 35 mm.

STRIP FILM

PROJECTOR

post & pkg. 21-

cxtra or C.O.D.
High Quality
Focusing Lens,

projects picture up to

Plug* direct into mains. • Finished8 feet x 6 feet. •
Gold and Silver. • Complete *ith Film. • Magnificent
film and colour film of Entire Coronation, 7/6" extra. Huge
List of films from 1/- to 3/f enclosed with projector.

FOWOEN FILMS OPTICAL SERVICE.2 HastingsSt., Luton

Noted for

SHORT WAVE
EQUIPMENT

over hs years for . , .

Ivors ainj Kits of Mtialiir

Improved designs with Denco
One-Valve Kit,' Model MC" ...

Two-Valve Kit, Model "EM ...

roils

- -

. Price 25 -

, Price soy-

All kits complete with all components, accessor^
ami full instroctkiiiB, Before oitlfring <;ill and
inspect a demonstration receiver, or send stauif*n],
addressed envelope for descriptive catalogue.

"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. M.M.), Bond Street, London W.I

PISTOLS

Marvellously

accurate for

target practice

No licence required to purchase
for use on enclosed premises.

Write for Catalogue of Air Pi

Air Rifles and Accessories,

9
&. SCOTT LTD

87f Weaman Street, Birmingham, Eng.
W.S.5.R.

• MECCANO MAGAZINE •
SELF-BINDING CASES

8'- Post Free

Magazines can
bo opened out

flat and are
easily read, hold

in position by

meflahtripspass-

ed through the

siaplinganditoi

led inio the
cover. Single
copies can b#

bound as received Send P.O. t© "M.M.," Binns Road. Liverpool 13

2/11

Ask your local Toy Dealer for this

12" SPAN, READY-TO-FLY MODEL
Of wtfte to us for lha address of your nearest stockist and
detail* of complete range of Gliders and Aeroplanes.

FROM 6d. TO 15/6

Silver Qhost"
M inoT*

*

JAVIS M

1

ftauten Paihfinder** § "Moth
"Bantam Flyer," etc., etc

CO.
74 Emocroft Rd v Marple Bridge, Stockport

NEW 1954
BUMPER CAMPING

CATALOGUE
Don't order your camp-
ing requirements until
vou have seen this 50-

page profuse! v illustrated
• atalogue of Tents, Camp
Beds, Sleeping Bags,
Rucsacks, Cooking Equip-
ment and all Camping
needs. Send 3d. stamp
for postage*

LIGHTWEIGHT
NYLON TENT

The year
1

! sensational
bargain for campers and
hikers! Made of genuine
Government

50/
Money lituk

P; & I

superior
quality Nylon, 6 ft. longx
4 ft. higfaxS ft. wide. Weigh*
only 3| lb. Packed in handy
Nylon bag, complete wit
guys, poles and pegs. Just
the tent for week-ends,
ramping, hiking, beach
or garden* Special
limited offer (not in- i

eluded in catalogue).

2/8

Remittance
QfAtt W CMJ

SCOTT REED LTD /DEPT,

The FAVOURITE Mail Order Campinn Specialises

Morris House, 1-5 Jermyrt Street, London S.W.I
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READERS SALES AND WANTS
SALES

90Approximately »u c

Approximate! y
•opies

90
"MM."

#
1943 4d53 f 4a . per

Magazines'*
Hales,

Railway
1935*1950, 4d.-9fl. according to condition.
Tenterden P

Holt. Norfolk.
"M.M.s" May-August 1 950 1

4d. each; May-December
1951

f 4d. each; 1952 complete 3/-, fid, or 4d, each;
complete 5/-t or 6cL each* All

HiUsid
each* AU as new.
Mount Pleasant. Hitrhin,

gn in

James

P.O.—Leonard,
H«-rts.

Trix Twin terminal Station, good condition, £3,
Kxley Hiitfet Car, fitted Hornby-Dublo, new. £2/1"/-

ewart, 34 St. Nicholas Street. St. Andrews, Fife,

"M.Bls* March 1947 to October 1950 complete.
Will sell separately, but preferably together. What
offers?—Box No. 79.

Large Tudor Doll's House to Hubbies desi
plywood. £4 or nearest,— B. R. Harm, 18
Street, Coalville, Leicester;

"M.M.sM 1947-1952. also II copies I945 t offers.

M Miles, 2 Burnthwaite Road, Fulbam, London S.W.6-
mM.MjP January 1949 to April 1953, good condition

Offers-—Smith, 79 Brox holme Lane, Boneaster
Yorkshire.
"MJLslp November 1952 to January 1954, fair

condition (one missing), 31. each. MB,O.F«Sfl October
[952 to January 1954, very pood condition (two
missing), 6d. each. Offers—Botteriii, ^Little Steading",
Warlingham. Surrey.
Unused Frog 100 Diesel, perfect condition, 25/-;

ilso "AtTomodellers", November 1948 to February
1950 and April 1950, 5/- —Canning, 367 Hurcott Road,
Kidderminster.
Seven Biggies Books, abo

Hood/ 1 "The Valley of Adven
"The * Rilioby

fi All m
Mystery/*

stc-rious

^^ i
* i #

"King Arthur;
1
* "Robin

t lire," "The Rockingdowu
Mystery," -The

condition, price 3/-
each or offers. S.AJL for details about Biggies Books.

—

\. Jones, 21 North Street, Littleover. Derby,
Bayko Set No. 3, 25/- or offer* Two pairs Frog-fins,

atrial! and medium sues, 5/- each. All as new.

—

D. Hale, Penru, Camborne, Cornwall.
10/-. Arnold Clockwork Saloon. Two forward,

me reverse gear, adjustable steering with Indicators.
Ignition Key. As new,—Weall, Gables, Motcombe,
Shaftesbury, Dors* t

"M-ftLs" I94i- 44-4H inclusive, complete, near
SsrfccL 'The Navy," 1949-53 complete, perfect,

ffers to—D. Hill, 43 Drove Road, Portslade, Sussex.
"M.M.s" 1942 46, not complete, fairly g

condition. "&LM*5lf 1949-51 complete, very good
condition. Also "B.O.P.s" 1944-46 (1946 not complete),
fairly good condition. Offers

—

Box No. M.M.84.
l-29

rcM.MV p 1929 1947. Complete years 1931, 37-41
tnd 44-46 inclusive. The lot 30/S including post.
\lso over one thousand British limpire Stamps,
George V or earlier, 50/- Far below catalogue value.*

—

E. Einzig, Suffolks, Ashurst Wood, East Grinstead,
Sussex.
"MM s"

'Gibbous
1947,9/6.-
"M.M.f 1944-1952, few missing. 100 co

majority good condition. Offers— Barrow, 48 Park*
thorne Drive, North Harrow, Middlesex,
"M,M„s" July 1943 to March 1949 inclusive. Perfect

itiofi. Be*t offer of £1 or more secures.—G.
Brnmberger, 36 New River Crescent, Palmers Green,
London N.13.
"tLILs" March 1931 to October 1935. In perfect

condition Offers—Box No. 85.

1,700 Stamps (Cat. £16), in Loose Leaf Album
£5 or nearest offer.—Hartley,
Accrington, Lanes.

Electric Bassett-Lowke "Flying Scotsman" and
Controller, unused. Bowman £4/47^ Steam Engine,
-lightly used. Approx. 48 ft. Strong Walker-Hottzapffel
Electric Track including Terminal Kails, Hornby
Rolling Stock including No. 1 Crane Truck, all unused
20 the lot, or nearest offer, or sold separately.
uck f 99 London Road. Spalding, Lines-

1942-1950, complete and perfect, £2/2/-.
tamp Monthly, December 1943 to June
Miller, 72 ReJcatch Road. Kuowle, Bristol.
1944-1952, few

140 Fife Street

MAGAZINE
Registered at the t/.P.Q.* London* fur transmission by

Canadian Magazine Post,

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES:
LIVERPOOL 13. ENGLAND,

Telegrams; *4Meccano, Liverpool."

Readers 1
Sales and Wants. Private advertisements

i.e., not trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum
/-* Cash with order. Headers* advertisements are

published as soon as possible; inclusion in the first

issue after receiving them cannot b<* guaranteed.

Many
S.A.E.
Road.

"MNUit

Tri-ang/Rovex Electric Train (Transformer operated)*
as new* Cost price about * 10. Bargain £5, S*A.E. for

articulars.—G. P. Green, 96 London Road, Brentwood,

Railway Magazines, Railways, etc. List—J. R.
Toveil, 3 Copse Lane, Marston

t
Oxford,

"M.M-s" 1950/1/2/3, 6d. each or £[ lot, good
condition. Back numbers of "The National Geographical
Magazine/' good condition. 2/6 or nearest offer*

Apply— B. Trent, 11 Blandford Avenue, Oxford.
British Colonial Stamp collection in Album,

line Pictorials, Coronations. Value £45. Send
for details. Offrrs—Thompson, 79 Dongola
London N.I 7.

1947-52 complete, excellent, 30/-. 1947
except January, February and May, 1948 complete,
also poor conditions February, May 1947, May*
November 1944, 10/-, Pre-war Meccano Manuals,
Sets 0-3 and 4 7; battered Hornby Catalogue, two
different lfNew Meccano Models arid Mechanisms/*
Super Model Leaflet No. 32, 2/6.—Blake, 1 IS Preston
Road, Brighton,
What offers?

,aM.M.s" March 1944 to December 1949
—Simpson, Dormer Cottage, Haddenham, Burks.

WANTS

1LM- Stationery Office War Books 1939-45; Ian Allan

ABC's London Transport, 1st, 2nd, 3rd
f 4th editions,

Bristol Tramways, Buses.— Kendall, Platts House,
i he School, Wellingborough, North ants,

Meccano Geared Roller Bearings (Part No. 167

required. Please state price and condition,—R. J, H
McNdlage, K174, Mujulira, N. Rhodesia.
Bowman Gauge Track: Straight and large radiu*

Curved Rails, also Points, to extend garden layout.

Write stating condition and price to Box. No. 82.

Meccano Electric Motors E6 and E06. Elcktron
Pendulumtwo

Washers; Lamp
Book of Prize

Outfit No. 2; two Headlamps;
Connections; Insulating Bushes and
Holders (dozen); 6 v. Accumulator;
Winning Models. All must be in good con
Write prices to—R. K. Sha, 10 Banstolla Street,

Calcutta 7, India.

Railway or Locomotive Magazines, pre-war years,

or Railway Publication State condition, dates, price,

including postage. All letters answered—Maffey,
2 Sinclair State t, Christchurch, N.Z.

Train Set, layout considered, Lionel or Marklin

referred, M.RX. M.R.N. Model Railroader, etc.

Super Dinky Toys.—Craven, Ives Farm, Mansfield,

Basset t-Lowke, Hornby or Lionel, Gauge electric

Locos., Rolling Stock or Accessories, Name your own
price,—John Ketelhohn, 684 Daudenong Road,
Murrumbeena, Victoria, Australia.

"M.M.s" 1941-47. good condition, with
unbound.—Slotkin

covers,

158 Micklefield Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks.
Dinky Toy Models, Chrysler, Airflow, Studebaker

and Motor Cycles in any condition, state price.—
G. Davison, 6 Alma Cottages, Pel ton -Fell. Co. Durham.
Hornbv Book of Trains 1939. good condition only,

state price.—M. Miles, 2 Burnthwaite Road, Fulham,
London S.W.6.
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Hornby-Dublo offers

unrivalled value in scale-

%
%

model railways. The engineering

precision and solid metal which go into t

every part ensure Jong life and accurate

operation. For iosting pleasure there's nothing to equal

the Hornby-Dublo system, worked by remote

control. A whole railway can be set up on a table.

1

1

1

The
• *

* Duchess of Montrose is a
superb ' Pacific * Locomotive of
the type used by British Railways
to haul main line expresses. Note
the Walschaerts valve gear* smoke
deflectors, double chimney and
other wonderfully accurate
modelling on this Hornby-Dublo
Locomotive.

+
#

MADE BY
MECCANO LTD
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The Toy of the Century

Girders for a gantry, gears for a tractor, plates, pulleys.

all the basic parts

With them
cranks, couplings, nuts and bolts

used in real engineering are in Meccano!

can build scores of wonderful working models,

using the same parts over and over again.

j&*

_*_Jl.» t % *

M
Meccano p a rts

A
are

model-builders wi find

from stock

freely available,

requirements can

Meccano dealers

A'.ECCANO LTD., BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL

Published : Ml.- VXO I r» Brass Is ai Liverpool K«.i.\m


